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~ampus
By Portia Bruner
Hilltop Staff Writer
So1ne believe 1he issue has
been wor11 to the g round. After
all, it 's a regt1l ar topic on the
daily !<il k shows. It's featured in
e\1e ry \vomen's publication at
so111e tin1e or a noth er. And of
cou rse \\'e frequently hear about
i t on the news. Reme111ber
Desiree Washington? The issue
never rests.
' A11d it shou ldn't.
You do11·1 ha,·e to believe
Wa shing ton's s to ry. Bui you
n1ust be lieve tl1e reports com ing
from th e Howard Unive rsi ty

task-force tackles date rape
''We wouldn ' t find out until
acade1nic year - so much so
that the center has created a task later on during individual counfor designed to address the prob- se ling that they had been raped .
le111, according to Carolyn That often turned out to be the
Payton. dean for Cou11 seling and root of their initia l probl em:·
Career Development.
Payton said.
''The problem came to our
Counselors started counting
atten ti on fir s t se mester. We the report s thi s semester, and in
started ncticing more and 1nore July. the ce nter wilt delermine
incident s cif date rap e in our exac tl y how man y of the
cases. At fi rst, the numbers were Howa rd student s they counsel
so in s ign ific a nt th a t there have been raped . In the mean
weren 't enough to (evaluate col- tim e. th e Ta s k Force o n the
lecti\1e ly)," Payton said.
• Preve ntio11 of Sexual Assault on
She added that it was also \_Campus want s to attack the
diffi c ult to account for the problem now.
re ports because n1any of the
Dr. Gretchen Chase. who has
women who sought coun seling worked for the counseling center
from the center initially came for three years as a clini cal psywith other problems under which chologis l, said she noticed the
they had already been filed .
inciden ts of date rape has risen

gradually over the years.

''It's hard to det ermine it'
there' s actually been an intrease
in the cases of sexual t1ssault or
if there' s just been an inc reased
a1nount of comfort about reporting it." the cou nse lor said . •
Chase. a task-force coordinator, said the counseli11g center' s
task-force is a perman c11t fixture

of the ce 111er with a nun1ber 01·
goals a11d objec tives. A1nong
tho se goals are de\'elopi ng a

directory of preventi ve _swdent
activitie s as we ll as an atinosphere where peopl e will 1·ee l
co mfortabl e di sc ussing date
rape.
Counseli11g Center.
''We need to break the taboo
The nu111ber of date rap e
thal exists arou11d the di 'icus~io11
cases reported to the center has
of date rape," Chase said .
increased dur ing the 1992-93
Approximately 30 counselors
~.:....;:::...:....:..:........:.:....-:::::-::::::-:::::;-:::::-----:;---------""iil--;;-.,...------,are on the task force. but Cha~c

Army ROTC gets new chairman

By Ayoka Campbell
Hilltop Staff Writer
The pa ss ing o f the Bi son
Battalion unit colors signaled a
change in le ade rs hip as
Li e ut e nant Colone l Anthon y
Field s ha s been appo inted th e
11 e\\1 chai r1n a11 of th e Military
Science Department.
In a short, traditional ceremo-

Howard s student organ1za11on s
demand quality in struction from in volved in th e effo rt to e 11d
their professors.
campus date rape .
Fields, a graduate of the
The fo rce al so want s to
Norfolk State Univers ity Army toughen the policies that address
ROTC program, said he has a lot date rape and other forms of
of '' fir st'' ideas to improve the sex ual assault . The current poli University's program.
c ie s, according to Chas~. are
~·
He added that he bri~gs a very general.
ri!h educat ional and professional
In a Spring 1993 publication
background to the ROTC pro- ''A bout Wom en on Campus."
gram havi ng a bachelor's degree The National Ass ociation of
in econom ics and a master 's Women on Education (NAWE)
degree in urban education wi th a reports that 55.7 percent of male
concentrati on in student person- c~llege stufients say they have
able se rvice s. He was also an used coe rcion for sex, while
in stru cto r at the United St~tes 23.7 percent say they have gotMilitary Academy, at West Point. ten a , woman intoxicated with
Students in the ROTC pro- drugs or alcoho l in order to have
g ram said Colonel Fields has a sex. Another 8.6 percent say
different approach and consider they have used phy s ical viohim to be mqre personable.
Jenee.
·· 1 am g lad to see him in
The figures from fema le colcharge . I am looking forward to lege students are even hi gher.
see ing new' changes and from Almost 7 1 percent say they have
what I hav~e seen, he's very effi- been verball y coerced; almost
c ient and he also see m s to be 28 percent say they have been
interested in looking out for the too intoxicated to consent. And
cadets," said Cindy McManus, a a little more than 13 percent say
junior.
they were phy sically forced to
Other professors in the depart- have sex, according to the NAW
ment said they also believe the E report.
,
change in leadership will benefit
··A lot more people are
those st udents enro ll ed in .the becoming .aware and bringing
program.
the issue of date rape to the fore ''I believe that he'll be making front. Thi s is just another one of
definjte improvement. He has a the manifes tations which stem
lot of new ideas to improve the from poor male/female relationprogram. He is very sensitive to s hips in our communi ty," said
the personnel and has the poten- Kevin Bryan , Undergraduate
tial to make the relations hip Trustee and task- force member.
between the U niversity and the
Date rape is the act of forcprogram better,'' said Sergeant ing sexual intercourse on a date .
Major Calvin Fields, a professor It is a crime. And next week. in
in the department (no relation).
the second part of thi s se rie s,
The Hilltop, in conj unction with
the task force, will focus on the
attitude s of date rape here at
Howard University.

ny, l~ieutenant Colonel Fra11klin
Matthews, formerly c hairman ,
installed Cofone! Fields as head
of the Howard Universi ty Ar1ny
ROTC program. During the cere mony. Colonel M,.a tthew s said
he was confident he was passing
the torch to a very capable o ffi cer. Field s cha ll enged th e st udents to st udy hard and to

TASTER'S CHOICE: In addition to regula·r menu,
Howard cafe hopes fall semester will include a full
line of vegetarian meals. A3
THE FINAL FRONTIER: Fine Arts department
offers District a "Journey into the Universe of
Rhythm and Motion". A?
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sa id they also wan• to get

''For colored people to acquire
learning in this country makes
tyrants quake and tremble on
their sandy foundation."
-David Walker
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Investigation
underway to locate
missing $10,000
By Arnesa Howell
Hilltop Staff Writer
I

The metropolitan police
departn1ent is working with the
H owa rd University security
force to determine what happened to the $ 10,000 mis sing
from , the Office of Student
Accounts.
J<imes Fletcher, treasurer and
vice pres ident for Business and
Fiscal Affairs, sa id the rumors
lhat Clara Berryhill, former
Un iversity Bursa r, was -fired
frotn h er po s t on c h a rges of
en1bezzlement are ''rumors with
very little truth.''
The fund s were discovered
1nissi ng in December when the
dail y records were checked.
Wilma Young -J ones,
accou nts analy st. said Berryhill
wa s the one who reported the
$I 0.000 had di sappeared. Jones
co11tinued to say she had no reaso n to believe Berr y hill had
en1bezz led the money.
·· Personally, J don ' t believe
she took any th ing becau se the
funds are kept at student transactio11 !.. and s he was hardly ove r
there ... and there are too many
people around:· Jones said.,
,
Jones added that none!of the
employees in the acc6unts office
know exac tly what' s goi ng on
because 11 0 o ffic ial statements ·
ha ve been released s tating
whether or not Berryhill is still
employed by the University or if
she has just been tran sferred to
another office.
..
Fl etche r assu red th at
Berryhill had not been terminated from the University, but was
reassigned to another position as
of Feb. 22. However, Berryhill
could not be reac hed for comme nt at HI LLTOP pre ss time
because she is on leave.
On Feb. 19, two cashiers in
stude nt accounts were also di s1nissed from their jobs.
''The actions taken had nothing to do wi th the conclusion of
the investigation, it h ad to do
with an upgrade in manage n1ent ," said Fletcher. He added
that th e c han ges in pos ition s
were made simu ltaneou sly to
in sure a sn1ooth transition.
However, Jone s said the
ch,anges ·i n s taff were made

because of the individuals ''gross
negligence.''
According to Fletcher, the
fund s that di sappeared are "not
necessarily student funds."
Fletcher said the money goes
through a daily checks and balances system . He said there is

•'

$280,000 in the office at any
time and one person is not solely
respons\ble for checking all of
the day's cash transactions.
''The cashier gives the money
to the bulk cashier, and then the
bulk cashier gives the money to

the indi vidual tellers to check.
If the total makes sense, the built
cashier locks all funds in a vault,
and the head cashier locks the
safe," Fletcher said.
Fletcher 3.dded that interviews have been conducted with
people both associated with and
not a ssoc iated with the
University.
He also sk id that the
University is unsJe of the exact
time frame in which the money
disappeared and itfs unclear
whether it was an outside or an
inside job. However, he admitted there weren't any clues of
•
forced entry.
Fletcher said the accounts
office has a monitoring system,
and it 's possible that the money
wa s taken by someone who
knew how the cameras operated.
He added that if the money were
taken during the weekend, there
wouldn't have been a 1ot of peer
pie around to notice if someone
were acting suspicious.
Jones admitted that the subject being discussed was a ''delicate situation."
Fletcher agreed on the areas
sensitivity and had advised his
staff not to speak with the press.
· ''The metropolitan police
anticiPates getting a suspect, or
suspects, and bringing criminal
charges against them,'' Fletcher
sa id, adding, '' We ' re going to
prosecu te this case to the
fullest."
He said the results of the
investigation will not necessarily
be released to the student body.
'
Officer Lawrence Dawson,
chief of Howard Unive rsi ty
Security, could not be reached
for comment at HILLTOP press
time.
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Students peruse "the Yard" as part of UGSA's Sprtng BlllCk
Arts Festival. See related story page A 2.
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AIDS Awareness Week provides
s~rious message to students
8y Keisha Brown
Hilltop Staff Writer

-

•

In a week that is characterized
by frolic , Howard University
Student Association (HUSA) has
a serious message to deliver to its
students-AIDS is real on college
campuses.

This week, the AIDS
Awarene ss Alliance , Howard
University Student Association
and the Undergraduate Student

Assembly

presented

forum AIDS-N-You. Guest paneli sts included Dr. Abdul Alim
Muhummad M .D., the National
Mini ster of Health for the Nation
of Islam ; Debra Freeman Ph.D,
former con sultant to the
Department of Public Health at
John Hopkins University; Beverly
Coleman-Miller M.D., president
of the B C M Group, Inc . and

While each panelist had aO
opportunity to present to the audience, it was Sadler's presentation
that received the greatest response.
Sadler's presentation kept the
audience laughing while she
demonstrated life-saving skillshow to put on a"'condom.
''We have to protect ourselves,"
Sadler said.· ''Don't tub the lights
Jackie Walton Sadler, HIV/AIDS . off to have sex, tum them on and
Edu ation Program Director of look at it, if it is diny, stinks or

Wade, who was in attendance, said
that she woufcl like to implement
similar program s during her
tenure.

"We.will bring Dr. Muhammad
back and be will be working with
us on action in regards the AIDS
problem," Wade· said. ''The pro-

gram was beautiful and l am glad
that there was such a diverse ~el
talking about the same topic.''
In addition, AIDS Awareness

AIDS

Awareness Week. The programs
included were a forum held
Tue sday, the Red Ribbon and

photos by Sharonda Starks & Whitney Hunter

UGSA strikes chord with students' spring spirit. Above the
yard draws crowds to annual bazaar, and below Poet Sonia
Sanchez breaks it down to listeners.

'

''Don't turn
the lights off to
have sex, turn
them on and
look at it, if.;.t
is dirty, stinks
or looks funny
don't
mess
with it.''
--Jackie Sadler

Panelist

UGSA kicks off .
spring with arts
By Erika Gravett
Hilltop Staff Writer

Sponsored by the College of Fine
Arts Theatre Arts Department,
the concert will be held in the Ira

If the atte ndance at 't his
week 's past Spring Black Art s
Festival events is any indication
of what is to come chis weekend,

''Celebrations of the Revolution"
will be one of the major success-

es of thi s year 's slow startin g

Undergraduate
Stud ent
Assembly (UGSA).
The weeklong festival began
last Sunday with a CaH to Chapel

Saturday will bring the muchan t ic ipa ted s prin g picnic.
Picnickers
can. head for the Law
.

4:00 p. m.," Magee said.

to capacity. It was a nice showcase of student talent that complimented o ur th eme ," said
UGSA Coordinato r Kan ika

S unday will brin g another
renowned poet to Howard's camp us. Th e Salute t o Black
Achievers Luncheon will honor
g ue sts Maya Angelou , Tanya
Heidelberg and Al Freeman. A
limited number of tickets are
av ail able for the event at the
Blackburn Re staurant at 3:00
\
p.m.
Later that evening at 6:00

Although the cabaret was a

success, there was a low turn out,
which Cabaret Coordinator Omar
Karim attributed to the event 's

price and publicity.
Sonia Sanchez, the featured

poet, dazzled Howard students at

Magee.
Tuesday brought an AIDS
awareness forum where Dr.

Abdul Alim Muhammad, M.D.,
Minister of Health of the Nation
of Jslam . and Debra Freemar:. ,
Ph.D., fonner consultant to the
Department of Health at John
Hopkins University, spoke.
The Yard Bazaar and musical
extravaganza attracted crowds
Wednesday afternoon . Various

food, clothing and craft vendors
displayed their merchandise on
die yard.
The Spring fa shion show
"'Symbiosis," which mean s the
Jlal• of being held together, took
center stage la st night in

Imp act Day to day a nd an after

D.C. Public Schools.

looks funny don't mess with it."

pany Saturday.
Today's ac ti vi ties will use
visual images to educate students
about AIDS. llrroughout the day
students will wear red ribbons in

''The purpose of the program
and the entire week is to educate
students with safer sex and make
them aware of the· dangers," said
Memone Paden, coordi nator fo r

support of AIDS research. While

AIDS Week. "Just because you're

there is no cost for the ribbo ns.
donation s will be ac cepted and
given to AIDS research.
But more noticeable than the
ribbons will be the number of stude nts on campu s in white fac~.
These students, who will not be
able to talk to anyone all qay, represent the number of students on
campus who have or are believed
to be HIV-positive.
However, the main impetus of
th e week 's acti v iti es was th e

in college or young, doesn't mean
that you're safe."
The question and answer sessio n 's sp ar se c ro wd p rompt e d
commentary from the panelists.
•'Jt is a shame all the seats in
here a re not f ul l." Miller said .
''All those people who are outside
twirling fl ags or hangi ng out need
to be in here, not only by themse lves, b ut with a child next to
them explaining and interpreting
what I am saying."

However, the panelists differed
in both the ir presentat ion s and
messages.
According to Freeman, there
have been no cases of the virus
present in semen. Therefore, she
feels that AIDS prevention should
go beyond just di stributing condoms.
'This was a beneficial program
and I never heard Dr. Muhammad
speak before and that was good,"
said Donnetria Robinson, a senior
majoring in musical theater. ''This
is something that needs to be done
more on campus, because the key
to solving our problem, this problem, is communication.''

p.m., Richard Smallwood will be
fea tured in a live recording
go s pel c oncert in Cramton

Auditorium. Special guests will
include Phylicia Rashad, Jennifer

Holliday and Robena Aack. The
festival will conclude with another gospel show featuring

Smallwood on Monday night at
8:0\) p,m.
Although initially scheduled
for Friday night, the R&B con-

Cnmton Auditorium.
Activities slated for this weekend will begin tonight with a
danc:e ensemble concert entitled,

cen was cancelled for financial
reasons . It was the hope Qf

"'A Journey into the Universe of
Rhythm
and
Motion .''

$13,000 L a price UGSA could

UGSA .to have · Naughty by
Naturft. However, Syracuse
Univer sity offered the group
not match.

l

Week -consisted of pamphlets and
brochures being h\mded out on the
ground le ve l o f the Armour J .
Blackbum Center. Different people representing various organizations were o n hand t o an s wer
que stions, di sseminate material
and distribute condoms.
Tomorrow wi ll conclude the
week' s activities with an after
party in collaboration with UGSA

at the Sphinx Club.

•
•

•

•

.

''Don't take anything or anyone
for granted. Always protect yourself," Paden said. ''It is growing
rapidly among African Americans
and no one wilf take care of us
except ourselves."

•

•

'

HUSA President-elect Terri

Congress comes to camp~s!
The Patricia Roberts Hani s Publ ic Affairs Program will cap off the academic year
Monday with its third ann\)al Visiting Fellows lecture. The di scussion, which begins at 10
a. m., will feature the honorable Congressman John Lewis (D.-Ga) as special guest.
Long before his congressional career, Lewis was active in the Civil Rights Movement
and the Carter Admini stration .
Hi s presentation will include a forum in the Hilltop lounge entitled ''Personal Reflections
on: The Civil Rights Movement, Then and Now. How and where do we stand twenty-five
years since the death of Martin Luther King?''

schequled for Saturday, April 24.

very well. The room was filled

jockey.

.

tion wiJI be provided to and from
camp us with bu ses departing
fr om Cramto n. In case of
inclement weather, a rain date is

Monday night's poetry reading.
''The poetry readjng went

you-can-.eat buffet and video disk

photo by Cherrel1e Robinson

Panelist at Tuesday's AIDS awareness forum, AIDS-N·You, Illustrates his point to audience.

Campus from noon to 6:00 p.m.
Admission is free and transporta-

A new addition to the Arts
Festi val is a step &how. The step
show, which will be held at the
Franklin Willi ams Center at 5th
and Tuckerman Streets, N.W.,
will feature all eight members of
the Pan -He ll e ni c Co uncil .
Tomorrow's co mpetiti o n will
occur after the picnic.
''Transportation will be provided both from the law campus
and the main campus starting at

and the Cabaret featuring an all-

l

Aldridge Theatre at 7:00 p.m.

•

Lewis is the third Harris Visiting Fellow at Howard. Dr. Condolezza Rice and Mayor
Nonnan Rice of Seattle were Fellows in 1991and1992, respectively.
He earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in religion and philosophy from Fisk University and

is also a graduate of the American Baptist Theological Seminary in Nashville, Tenn.
Presently, Lewis is a member of the House Ways and Means Committee and the Select
Committee o n Aging. He al so serves as Chief Deputy Majority Whip and sits o n the
Steering and Policy Committee.

Students train, tutor children in Southeast
The faculty of the Howard

By Keisha Brown
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Southeast section of
Wa s hington ha s been labeled
across the country as an area
plagued with crime and drug s.
However, one elementary school
located in the hean of the infamous section, is establishing a
positive message for the community.

J.C. Nalle Elementary School,
in collaboration with Howard
University, teaches children at
the schoo1 many facet s of
empowerment and s urvival .
Students teach math , reading,
substance abuse training and
drug prevention skills to children
in the third through sixth grades.
''I joined the project because
it would give me the experience I
need, since I want to become a
teacher in the inner cities," junior
Sarhanna Smith, said. ''I also
heard terrible stories about the
school because it is located in
Southeast and in a housing project. I wanted to help.''

Sixth Annual Conference and
Drug-Free
School
and
Communities last December.
''Being drug free is important
to keep hu stlers off the streets.

for experience, but now since I
have been working there, I love •
.the kids," Keith Jackson, a junior
majoring in eleme,ptary education, said. ''I feel that we help

School bf Education and teachers
throughout the District serve as
re sources and mentors for the
children.
This is the second year of the Also we need to keep them forra the kids a lot."
Parental fnvolvement is
program, which emerged from a shooting, stabbing, and smokinl
volunteer service already in con- marijuana, and selling drugs, " another major goal of_the project.
''We feel it is important for
founh-grader Cornelius Patterson
junction with Nalle Elementary.
''We teach the students that said in the November 1992 issue parents to be involved in the proyou can have fun doing things, of the group ' s newsletter ject and their children 's lives,"
being it reading or math and that Student-To-Student. '' I hate Dr. Dolores Dickerson, principal
d rugs and alcohol are not fun ," ~ when people s~t
, stab and do investigator of the project, said.
''Our hope is when the funding
ch other.''
Dr. Esther Berry, project director other bad thing
Nine undergra uate and three for the program runs out, the parand a teac her in the School of
graduate Howard students volun- ents and the conununity can take
Education, said.
The students also participate teer their time at the school. it over."
The project received a federal
in a Traveling Troupe, perform- Many have joined to help the
ing skits they created themselves, children deal with issues such as gran_t from the government and is
currently waiting fOr a response
while demon strating deci sion substance abuse.
"At first I joined the project for the third year.
making, drug - free living and
self-estCem.
''We have created this because
we figure students would listen
committee voted in avor o
more to their peers if they say
Matthew Watley . Thi s was
stay away from drugs, " Berry
"UGSA encounters delays with incorrect. The Arts & Sciences
said.
•
In addition to performing, the its executive officer elections" it .Student Council made this deciTroupe has produced a video for
stated that the UGSA executive sion . We apologize for any
the Department of Education 's

•
•
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Should summer graduates be allowed to march in the preceding May commence11N'ld?
I

"They should be able to marcb b11·

''Yes. It's only six weeks a,fter the May
graduatio11 and a lot of people can' t
afford co come back [a year later]. Plus,
they've been here for four years."
Jamila Banks
Junior, Administration of Justice

U~

graduate. If you have to go to summer
scbool ... you may have to wait."

why put [something] off for a whole YIM
[that can be done] in a few wor' •? ll
also feel that way] because I'm ill dae
same situation."

John Delfllldo
Sophomon!, Business Administration

Kelva Bland
Senior, Physical Educadon

"It depends on if they' re guaranteed to

''Any [individuals] paying as much

tuition as the average Howard University

"Yes, I don't see why not. It's only fair if the

stuttent should be able to do whatever
they want to do, when they want to do

students know they're going to have enough
credits to graduate . They should be able to
march.''
Brian Jackson

I't ...

Erika Woods
Junior, Flinl Production

F"'5hman, Psychology

....

'llti: ••

~~····

Howard cafeteria strives to please increasing vegetarians
By Karen Stewart

Hilltop Staff Writer

magine biting into a thick double
cheeseburger while your vegetarian
friend dine s on non -meatball and
tofu spaghetti. Thi s is the scenario 1nore
and more Howard students are facing as
the trend toward s vegetarian food co11sumption spreads across the country.
According to the Vegetarian
Information Service, 6.7 percent of
United States' citizel').s consider themselves to be vegetarian and the numbers
are 1ncreas1ng.
Vegetarians don ' t eat meat, but some
eat poultry and dairy products. Howard
ha s been servin g vegetarian st udent s
through variou s outlets, including it s
main campus cafeteria, which has vegetarian entrees sucti as vegetarian lasagna
and.taco salad.
..- ''Next year, we·re hoping to have a
full line for all vegetarian food s. like

I
•

'

'

we do for the main line," Mildred Jones ,
kitchen manager for the cafeteria, said.
Jones' crew also prepares special vegetarian meals for those students who can-

not eat dairy products or other types of
food for religious or health reasons.
··we have a very special group of
kids . I can think of about I0 of them
that we fix their food from the back
because they have informed us they
can't eat the dairy products. For those
students, we have gone out and bought
soy products," Jones said.
Other area universifies, such as
Gallaudet. have a ·vegetarian food line
that offers items ranging from salads to
other di shes. Howard has one entree per
meal but plans to expand it to two per
meal.
There are three main types of vegetarians: laclo, laclo-ovo and vegan.
La c to -vegetarians have a diet that
includes dairy products but no eggs.
Lacto-ovo vegj!tarians include dairy
•

According to Brenda McRae, di~
tor of catering services at the Georgia
Cafe, vegetarian entrees are ordered by
about 50 percent of the_ir cateri ng
specially prepared meals from the cafe- with the cafeteria's vegetarian food.
clients.
•
teria. She says the meals have gotten
''As far as I 'm concerned. Lhe cafete''I rhink there is ·a trend towards
better but st ill need improvement.
ria food has 1net my standards. I don ' t healthier and lighter and lower fat.
"I took (the cafeteria staff) a book, mind the things that they serve. espe- When we decided to open the restaurant,
'Nutrition for Vegetarians', because they cial I y their vegetarian di she s ... we decided that we wanted to have a
really don't understand how strict vege- Hardeway said. However, he added that comfortable, healthier and lighter cui·
sine," McRae said.
tarians eat. They just know that there their vegetables could be fresher.
Despite these alternative locations,
are a lot of foods we don't eat, usually
Many vegetarian students search for
for health reasons," James said.
,other places on or near ca111pus that Latisha Miles, a junior majoring in
Wendy Jackson, an organic vegetari- cater to their needs such as Halb ert political science and a ·vegan, said she
an who does not eat any refined. Brown's ''Thi s is Life'' vegetarian food wi shes there were more vegetarian outprocessed, or pesticide-sprayed foods, services. Brown operates a Sixth Street lets for Howard students.
'' If the cafeteria staff, as well as the
experienced the cafeteria's selection last vending truck and a Ninth Street cafe
University, would acknowledge the fact . .
year.
called Eat for Strength .
''The cafeteria menu was okay, but it
·'I have more non-vegetarian s than that there are many vegetarians on this
really needed improvement because vegetarians (customers). (For) a lot of campus maybe they'll take further steps
there was a lack of variety of foods . the non-vegetarians. it's like a one-shot to creating more outlets for us, giving us
The cheeses were old, just really deal . They haven ' t tasted it or heard of more of a choice as to what we 'Can and
processed and the preparation of the it, so they are a little reluctant. But once cannot eat," Miles said .
food was poor," Jacks ,
-"P
·--------------products as well as eggs in their diet.
Vegans eat only grains and plant
food. Felicia James, a junior majoring
in print journalism, is a vegan who eats

ing in elementary education, said.
But lacto -ovo vegetarian Charles
Hardewa y: a junior tran sfer student
majoring in chemistry. said he is pleased
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Missing the Entire Point
Howard University's Myopic Treatment of1.¢,ia Spruill
Have you ever had
the ball in your hand s running at top speed down the
field with the end zone in
sight, no opposition on a
clear day and j ust drop the
ball? That is exactly what
so n1e administrators at
Howard University are
preparing to do in their
inane handling of Linda
Sprui ll 's medical expenses.
•
Our tone is harsh because
this si tuation and so me
1nyopic con1ments n1ade by
adn1inistrators has warranted our outrage. disappoinment anq confusion in this.
situation.
Last week, THE
HILLTOP reported o n the

\

mothers. These student s,
like Lydia, are considered
non-students and therefore
not the responsibility of the
Universi ty in times of distress? Obviously so.
Our next contention

Does failure to do so result
in a firm handshake and an
open door out to the street?
Another statement

(a nd we have man y) co n -

tion, we have not treated

cerns
Spruill's living
arrangements.
If the
Uhjversity ha s been so
i11clined not to .recognize
her as one of its s tudent s
and therefore one of its

her unfairly.'' Technically

'

relationship

with

Ms.

Spruill, and in my estima-

(NO i ) has developed an

i4'.t. OAt.

tion, this Mecca ? Come,
pay, get out, give back and
don 't
cause
us
any

filled-out and signed a

headache s?

Obviously,

years of debate and discuss ion, the efforts of the se
black sc ientists are being
taken se ri ous ly .
In
America, A IDS research

ment in this country-this,
not even for a cure. But
with a sure-fire cure in the
hand s o f men like Dr.

AIDS t reat ment called
lmn1u 'v iron which 1s an
''interferon based'' medi cine like tho se of Kenya 's vieans big bucks-mi lli onKemro11 a11d I1nmunex. Dr. do ll ar grants, fellowships,
-Abdul Alim Muhammad is costly studies and publishhelping to prepare trial s for , ing rights.
the oral ly-ind uced drug 10
For
black
and
the next few month s. The African sc ientists to be able
testi11g trial s a re being to sit at the table of di sc usspon sored by the Nationa l sion, especial ly as it affects
cplor world wide, is to take
the needles out of the hand s
of o ur white doctors and
replace them witti the good
medicine of physician s of
co lor com in g out of our
communities.
Perhaps the final
victory is economic. Those
compani es which currently
offer so me so rt of regre ssive AIDS treatment do so
at enormous costs to its
patients. Thousands of

4/3/93)

With the advent and

testing of these medicines,
several victories have
a lre ady been won. First,
the

prop onents

a nd

researchers of th ese medi cines are black and African
people who are usin g .the ir
trainin g to find ways of
de3.ling with one of the
most severe plagues it. h at
mankind (es pecially blacks)

have ever seen. Next, after

'

wJfJ

personnel have not treated
her with the slightest comPassion. Is thi s the under-

Hill ? We trust that before
s he was allowed to move
into this dormitory s he

Also, the NIH ha s agreed 'to
spon sor testing of Ke1nron
a nd Immun ex.(The Afro.

VilOlllM.

pnoi..~ly

lying theme of thi s institu-

the well-being of peo ples of

Tr.ftl. is, •

trators, attorney s and key

charges, whajn the world
was she doing in Meridian

In stitu tes of Health (N IH ),

'

s peaking, perhaps not .
However, you, the adminis-

In the Tradition ofBlcrek Scwnce
The Na ti on of Islam

•

was, "We've had a lo11g

housing cQntract with· the ·someone within thi s instituaccident \vhich occurred to sta nd ard $ I 00 holdin g fee. tion is finding it hard to
Lydia Spruill while residin g In fact, she must be on stomach this because M s.
in Meridian l-lill dorn1itoty. reco,rd with the University's <Spruill was allowed to stay
a t·acility currently undergo- hou si ng office because she at Howard University
ing re11ovatio11. She was \Vas charged an additiona l Hospital after her story was
hllfl by 1·al l ing debris which $100 after her accident to reported by News Channel
1·es ulted in stutterin g prob- rno\'e from that dangerous 7, WJLA TV,
lems and a sl ight one-sided room to another.
As st udent s, we
paralysis. However, per1naIn our view, if the deserve the best . In thi s
nent incapacitation threat- University saw fit to have arduo u s and expensive
c11s he1· because the this woman sign a hou sing process of the pursuit of an
University ha s erroneously co11tract, take money t'or education, there are times
decided that because of an hou sing and knowingly when so me of us will tem overdue balance sten1ming admil her to a room , the porarily have ''non- student''
from last semester they are University then bears the status due to so me overdue
not re s pon s ible for her full re sponsibility of falling charge- i .e. tuition , hou s•
medical bills.
debris or any other such ing, emergency Joan , etc.
Of co ur se, the Un ivers ity
As a whole. this so- calamity that might strike.
'
called "pol icy" stink s when
Our next and 1ast mu st limit its liability in
it is taken into context with contention concerns are the certain cases; but for si tuathe economic realities of short-s ighted comments tion s oWhere a Student ha s
many University students. n1ade by adm\nistrators on s h ow n consistent attenFor examp!e, at any given this incident . Comments dance to thi s University, a
poi11t i11 the semester, one li ke '"the roo1n was inspect- consistent pay history and
ca n look down the roll at ed twice before the acci- 1s c urrently enrolled 10
the nurnber of unregistered dent, once in November and classes, accidents caused by
:non -s tud f: 11ts who are in once 1n February .... s h e the University s hould be
their condition due to pend- (Lydia Spruill) had not covered. by the University.
ing finan cial aid. There are reported anything to u s What
would
be
the
dozen s, perhaps hundred s before the accident." Are University's policy toward s
of 'students. now going back student s now responsible the next unregi stered non•
and forth to their classes for predicti ng, de termining student hit by a s huttle bus?
waiting on their loans, pay- and analyzing when a room
checks or money fron1 their threateii s to break down ?

•

•
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Anq.i letta·tothe

BtJljcuninKChaa.
1'he New Executive Director of the NAACP
.

~a.Ms,

Congratulations
on
)OCtllllill' the new een••ive direcof dlle NMCP, 111 Olp•i7J!!joq
!"'* has Mvocl lhe -'8 of black
llince iu early days as the
Niagua Movement, wllich was
lllltlod by W.E.B. DuBois. Given

die lumdreds of candidates coosidjend, we believe thal yoor selectioo
be well-jl'OWlded in your char·
~er.
abilities and vision
fer the fulule of your people.
Now IO the task. The Rev.
llM'1,as ro!!ap OIUdenrs, we tad
ycu IO move the NMCP clOS<I' IO
us just as Jesus told bis disciples thal
Caidi Ibey DliJht move moun. As black college studenlS
labcJlll to fmmch ounelves into society. we need ao organization that
will seive as a reooun:e for social
and economic equily, not just for
jeqilit'!Y·· boweva, but one wbidl will
!wield a pc'li'ive inlluonce of upliftina from our poorost oeigblnhoods
lo lbe
18 • I balls of p:>wer.
vecy major cqanized group of
iec.,&e ill this ~ has a p:>wer·
labb)ina otp>iution but us.
kwti lbe physically challenged
(pen>ile who are blind, dedf, etc.,),

lea""+

the elderly and homosexuals all

ve some fonn of representatioo.

W E W ELCOME

'

Our greatest social commentary
only seems to be present when
buildings are bwned and neipbor·
hoods degenerated. This must

bonlcrs oo wd1y, the Um•e4
become the monl, the dBjlllt
become the just and lbt Iiea of ~
spoosibiliry have 1-•oe lbt
In aearly ever; fwt of cs llldll

Now, Rev. Chavis. we
need an oaganizatioo that will sp :,k

corruption and evil seem to
eu11e1dwl upon dltooes ofllet
deoeit. Bu~ Rev. Chavis, ,..
believe that a lie built upon a lie
stand oo nocbing and can be redaOll
IO,nocbing by His By spPJiking pf things R*-

cogently to the needs of black
youth, especially lhose from the
inner-city. But beyood the rbeloric,
we need an organization that wiJl
see fit IO wlllk in the jails and yculll
detemion cenrers, as well as the dinof booor in Washington. We
need an 0tgaiti,,,tion that will act oo
behalf or the bomelesS as well as

°""'

those of us fortunate enough to
afford new homes in formerly
1rOltiicted venues. We-' ., lftga, nizlit'ibd that cQa stand united
· against the divisive nalllle of pt)Wer
and popularily and be able to root
'
il9elf against the winds of political
'
mcom:ctneSs,
We need morality, We
need standards, We need leadership. And most of all, we need
God. Yoo see, many of us undersiaod that before your leadership,
your moralily and your standanls
can move the mAAses; we need to
see God in you and God in your

orgaIDzatioo.
In lhis society or an anylhing-goes-pop-pbilosopby which

irJ"

itually, we hope lhat we lOU!:llel
upon thal godly port or ycu thal
tJUst is your motivation. and
tion. Again, we astt:it that M

inst"•

come a more actiY!' NMCP
hope that it will be blle with wbicll
e\WY black mllege I* d at CID lie
poit· :In 1bis.9 rj !l}ltml,
and> gim 1obbiOs. we lt:now it. t e
must be room for a suong monI
lobby influenced by the .......
black people in tis OOUlllly,
Rev. Chavis, again congratulatioos froo1 your lllma -..i
and Godspeed in cbmpleting
tasks at hand for this and fvtu
black gc' MIOllS.

Siocacly,

-

•
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YOUR LETTERS AND COMMENTS

'

THE HILLTOP welcomes your views on any public issue . Faculty, administrators, staff, students and alumni are encouraged to share their loriginal
ideas and opinions.
~
We publish only material addressed to us. We routinely edit letters
for space and correct errors of style, spelling and pW1ctuation. Letters as
well as conunentaries must be typed and signed, complete with full address
and telephone number.
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page of THE HI~LTOP are solely
the views of the Editorial Board, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions
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Muhammad
of
the
Abundant Life Clinic of the

Nation of Is lam , a cure
could be affordable and
accessible with the understanding that tho s e who
need it the most have the

Jennifer Golson, Editor-in-Chief

least with which to pay,

The efforts of Dr.
Muhammad and his colleagues follow in the tradi -

conducted for between 12
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and I 8 month s at NIH,
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Howard University Hospital

Evol Graham, Production Assistant
Khari Sampson, Art Editor

tion

of Charles

Drew,

George Washington Carver,
Ben Carson and Imhotep .
The testing trial s will be

and the Abundant Life

Clinic. We hope that the
genius and good-" will of our
black ancestors has been
carried on by these modernday physicians of color and
that a cure, their cure, 1s
coming soon.

fami li es of AIDS patients

have been wrecked by the
debilitating cos t s of treat-

I
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Mychelle Curl

I had a cousin die of

Many who fight for a
cure stress that the means of
contraction is insignificant.
That is understandable considering that the stigmas attached to
the means of contraction really
doesn't matter..when we consider the end ~suit of all, death.
In the face of my
cousin's passing, I was reminded of my own mortality. I
decided that my boyfriend and I
should remove all doubt and get

AIDS last month. She was only

tested. I chose the Whitman-

30 and she left, as the bulletin
read at her funeral, a daughter,
2; her mother, her sister and two
nieces . She was not an intravenous drug user. She contract-

Walker Clinic because they have
a great reputation and because I
wanted us both to feel the shock
that you cannot escape when
you see the victims· of what you

ed AIDS heterosexually.

fear.

I need to talk to my
brothers and sisters who may
not think that they are susceptible to death. Much of our culture stresses living on· the edge.
We need to know that we young,
gifted and educated black people can fall off the edge. Black
people are dying in large num-

bers from AIDS.

The people at the clinic

AS

•

were kind, as kind as anyone
can be knowing that they are
paid to be niessengers of fate. It
.
'
was clear that the

S

,

Their code numbers were called
and,. upon answering, they were
ed to a
room for
the verdict.

.
clinic was trying 0 I 11 Watt a week to It ends up
to
welcome find out if I will be b e. i n g
everyone. I was
ge ne r i c
surrounded by raising funds to pro- when you
Georgia O'Keefe
.
realize that
paintings, SPIN long my life Or Cele- in the scope
magazines, pam- b
·
h f
h I of things it
phlets on safer rating t e act t at all
boils
sex, heterosexual
down · to a
have
been
lucky.
sex, lesbian sex,
code num gay sex and n<>;::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,ber and a
sex.
positive or
While I was sitting in negative sign.
the waiting area, many people
My· boyfriend 3.nd I
came in to find out the results of were led to a classroom with all
their tests from the week before. of the others who came in for

testing. The mix of people was
incredible. There were gay men
of all colors. I saw lesbians
arrive ann in arm, heterosexual
couples and men and women
who did not reflect their sexuality in their dress or mannerisms.
The group was shown how to
put a condom on a rubber penis,
dental dams on a rubber vagina,
lubrication procedures and an
explanation of the testing methods . . I wondered if everyone in
the room was second guessing
themselves; questioning whether
they had trusted the wrong person or shameful because of infidelity, indiscretion or irresponsible behavior.

at the tubes in the tray an
thought of my cousin who
departed too soon. I wish she

When I entered the clin-

Tht writtr is a Junior in tht
Colltgt of Arts and ScJtncts.

ic room to give blood, I looked

had known that she had the
power to prevent her death. At

that point I felt that it was my
obligation to encourage everyone to make a date with destiny

and find out the truth.
So I' 11 wait a week to

fina out if I will be raising funds
to prolong my life or celebrating

the fact that I have been lucky.
Lucky. Wliat a way to put it. 1
do have control over whether or
not I contract AIDS. Empower
yourselves . Don't leave it to

luck!

The Inadequacy of
J11stice...Anzerica's 1)'ltth

-

Marc Battle

so, and likewise when they choose

to go back to their old ways,
After spending four years
at Howard University, I have heard
countless arguments advocating
black separatism, but I have dis·

counted them all. They all sound

\

1

as idealistic to me as inclusion
sounds to the separatists. If neither
of these are viable goals, then does
that mean that there is some middle ground that we must settle for?
I would hope not , becau se I
believe we are existing in that middle ground right now, and it is not
an acceptable existence.
It is not acceptable for
polic~ officers to have beaten
Rodney King and get aw.a y it
~cau se an all white jury felt their
''fear." It is equally unacceptable
to be victimized by racism every
si ngle day, whether it be by mer·
chants, cab drivers, employers or
landlordS: However, we seem to
ha ve re.ached an impasse in our
j udicial system where we have
passed .all the laws that can be
passed and the status quo is still
inadequate. This is the point at
which hlimans must take the next
step at ending racism without legal
penalties - and this is a step that
they will never take.
I said earlier that inclusion is not viable because there
must be a will to change and to

racism will raise it's ugly head,
and yet no laws will necessarily be
broken. This is because law in
itself is nothing. The important
factors are those who are allowed
to interpret the law. And if we
decide that their interpretation of
the law equals justice, then justice
itself is equivalent to nothing more
than what is in the hearts of those
interpreters. And when we have
interpreters such as those who
found the four L.A. police officers
guilty of nothing, is it reasonable
to say that justice has been served?
And a better question would be:
''Is it reasonable for any black per·
son to have faith in the judicial
system?''
I would assume that those
who favor separatism subscribe to
this theory of mine and have no
more ~tience for the here and
now. I too am impatient, and I feel
an urgency to change thingS when
my own logic tells me that the kind
of change I want is beyond my
control. This in turn creates a
helpless mentality which I will not

to expect equality in America is a
lost ~ause. I am sick of hearing
better it is, when it is ultimately
up to white people to decide when
the racism will end. I am sick of

hearing black people who are satis-

separation seem to be two equally
implausible dreams.

cannot be mandated by any law.

so to the law makers and com-

Therefore, any real change that
will come about will come about

plain? Sure, they'll pass a law but who will interpret it?
Everything tells me that

because people choose to let it be

~
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you. It seems that you can fight all

the other hand stabs me in the
back? What is my recourse? Do I

~ociety

LA5f

odds? If you think. about it too
hard it can almost be demeralizing,
realizing that you are working
toward something you can never
reach unless someone gives it to

accept in the hearts of those who
choose to be racist, and this will

think when facing a blatantly racist

I" TttE ~OD NEY

the best life for myself despite the

which with one hand beckons me to join the family and with

in other people. But what else am
I to think, what should anyone

'Nor GUI~ TY,, vE.eolLr

THE

fied with our ''progress'' because
of how many laws have been
passed. It frustrates me, because
ultimately things will be right
when people decide things will be
right, with or without laws on the
books because our laws can only
be created, interpreted and
enforced by imperfect people.
If I accept th!s dilemma
as the blueprint of our society
should I strive to separate from a
people who have never and will
never accept me as equal? Or,
should I stay here and try to make

you want. like they did in the Civil
Rights Movement when blood ,
sweat, and tears were required to
put laws on the books - but then an
all white jury can decide that no
laws were broken. What's the
answer· who knows? I'm sorry to
sa):' that racial equality and racial

allow myself and which I despise

1--/YRAM!D

white people talk about how .much

'

-rHINt;5 THAT

J

ARE 5TRA1{,I1T
UP UNJUST!
yES 'S .:
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The writer Is a former member of
tht Howard Univtr.sity NAACP.

Jewish A111ericans ...A People to Learn From
Monica Colclough
Holocaust Museum will open in
Washington, D.C. commemorating the slaughter of over 5 mil-

the Holocaust. The devastation
on her face after the interview
told the story. The woman told
of the squalid conditions at the
concentration camps and how
she saw many people slaugh-

important it is to learn your hi s·

lion Jews by Adolf Hitler. This

tered like animals.

tory. Unfortunately, what I do

is a landmark victory in the history of the Jewish people, showing that the U.S. recognizes the
degradation of them during the
.Holocaust. The museum may
become the Mecca for Jews in
this country. It is said that the
Holocau st was the worst massacre of a people in the history
of the world, killing one third of
all Jewish people. They were
victims because of the their religious beliefs. Today, there
remains to be hundreds of thousands of Jews in this country,
many of them survivors of the
Holocaust. I talked to a fellow
colleague who is a journalist
working in D.C. Coincidentally,
she was ·a native from Germany,
doing a feature story on a
woman who was a survivor of

Amazingly, this co lleague shared with me that even
aft~r all these years of the
Holocaust, as a German, she
feels very guilty about what happened. She had nothing whatsoever to do with it, but her face
was tom with confusion, anguish
and sadness. Perhaps, there is
something more to be learned
from this by black Americans
from the experience of the
Jewish people.
Black Americans should
take notes by the way in which
Jewish people have passed down
their legacy of the Holocaust as
part of their history never to be
forgotten. In comparing slavery
to the Holocaust, both were terrible massacres. However, the
slavery of blacks may be worse

hear a lot of the time is people
who either don't know their history, don't care to find out about
their history or people who are
in denial that their roots are from
Africa. All three are detririlental
to this race. The reason why it is
important to know where you
came from is to understand that
things' didn't happen in a vacuum, but things are the way
re because of all of the events
that occurred 10 the past.
Secondly, a people without an
identity are a people without a
future. We must understand that
as African-Americans that our
past is nothing to be ashamed of,
but our culture is filled with a

On April 26, 1993 The

•

•

because they weren't persecuted

for their beliefs, but simply
because they were black.
Over and over

at

Howard, I always hear how

rich past. As the Jewish people
have done, we must continue to
pass on the legacy of slavery as

-

our past, to our family and children to never let anyone forget
what we suffered. It is a pity
that a lot of people know what
the' Holocaust was but have no
idea what the Middle Passage
was. I think sometimes AfricanAmericans are in denial about
their past and try to sweep it
under the rug.
On the contrary, Jews
recognize their horrible past and
will never forget. They have
•
become stronger as a result of
the Holocaust, the black race has
become weaker. If we don't care
what ha ened to us, everyone
e se sure as ell won ' t. Every
race that has been persecuted
and humiliated has been given
their reparation: the Native
Americans, the Japanese and
most recently the acknowledgment of the Holocaust on the
Mall. Blacks never received the
forty acres of land and a mule
they were promised.

If we don't demand
what's rightfully ours, this gov-

•

'

emment will never give it to us.
Jews have built their own
schools, formed their own communities and have become one
of the most prosperous groups of
people in this country. Their
attitude is ''the hell with integration and being dependent on the
white man, I'll build my own
business ." And this is what
black Americans need to do.
While sometimes I think
integration may have been the
worst thing that ever happened
to this race, we must understand
that until we have our own,
instead of begging Mr. Charlie
for food , clothes and shelter; we
are still apart of an even worse
slavery: that of the mind. A
famous man once said that if you
can control a man's mind and the
way he thinks then you don't
have to worry about him revolting, because you already know
what he will do. We are the only
race of people that continues to
make the same mistakes over
and over again: l 960's riots,

1993 L.A. riots, black on black
crime, drug abuse etc. I honestly
believe if more people learned
about their history, thus knowing
oneself, these same mistakes
would not occur over and over
again. A wisC man also said if
people don't know their history
they ~ill regeat it.
Lastly, Jews are not perfect people, but we as AfricanAmericans can takes notes from
what they have done as a perse-

cuted people. They have overcome the nightmare of the

Holocaust which only happened
in 1939, and surpassed many
peoples in this country. Over I 0
million Africans died in the middle pass~ge and in slavery. This
is enough to stir up anger in me
to movo tow'ard positive change
for our people. Our ancestors

didn't die for nothing!

•

•

The wriier is a graduating
senior in the School of
Communications.
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Protest Against
Gun Violence

ix teen

of
,f.merica ·s· leading scientists last
aonth
urged
Congress to .reau~rize and ~trengthen the
~_ndanaered Species Act
Jloring a news confe~.
d by the · National
fe Federation and the

The rallies have gained much support
throughout the D.C. community by local
groups, religious organizations, advocacy

of scientific conacnaus
dcm•nds an equally strona
political consensus," said
WWF Piesidcnt KadlJyn S.
Fuller. "We are calling on
Congres§ to, conserve this.
nation's biological legacy
by reautborizina an even
.stronger and effective
End•ngered SpKies Act."
The NWF 04110~ta

a little girl while cars honked in support.
groups, political leaders and passers-by.
The handful of people grew with other
Mayor Sharon Pratt Kelly and D .C .
signs, like the one reading "NRA - CRIME'S Council member Frank Smith of Ward One
BE T FRIEND," a n d l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - h a v e offered their support
more honks.
and have ,even joined in
Soon the crowd of
'
the rally.
nearly 200 began to
" ''Gun violence affects
Wtl.dlifll Fund. .
will be • lllll .......ced
everyone,"
says
Jeffrey
yell, "NRA how many
..,
beJ;ieve lhat a
1
the
kids will you kill
Weintraub, Washington
Species
Repieaealllll•• ·Md
Area Director of the
today?"
to
our
pri
Senate tit• •Mir
Anti-gun rallies like
American
Jewish
lad 1trengtben the act. Tiley
this one are being held
Committee, ''but people
· weD-behlg," said expect the bill to be similar
in front of the National
't ./!,
don't know what to do . 11) nnior sclentists and
Rifle Association headUni
/Or
to one proposed last year
This offers an opportunity
embers of the ·National whfch suggesteit, among
for those who want to
quarters
every
cademy of Sciences, in a other things, setting dead·
Thursday at noon until
help."
ublic statement of their lines for recovery plans,
May 6.
II
The Dialogue will
ppon for the act.
They are sponsored_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ meet soon to discuss what
planning for ecosystems
All 16 sign6d a letter to and not just siilg~ species',
by the Washington Black-Jewish Dialogue, a other plans of action they can take to increase
mbers Of Congress who ex tendi'ng protection to
forum of communication and cooperative the nation's awareness of gun violence.
action between local blacks and Jewish leadUntil then, they will continue to rally in 1 ave begun deliberating candidate species, avoiding
ers, in response to the high rate of gun vier front of NRA headquarters, hoping to see less Changes to the premier leg- future conflict and invest·
lence in the District.
'ambulances racing by, like the one that tem- islation .for preserving ing today for tomorrow's
In 1991,14,265 murders were corrunitted porarily silenced the honks and yelling of the America's rich biological biodiveuity.
·
in the United States by firearms, 11,411 by crowd Thursday, carrying the victims of gun :!Jeri~ge._
.
Last year's·bill, which
handguns often killing innocent_victims and violence inside.
Seeing. these 16 s1gna- was introduced by Rep.
leaving families distraught.
For more information call The American tures on this .let.t.er proves · Gerry Studds (D-MA) in
The metropolitan area accounts for more Jewish Committee at (202) 785-4200.
hat our nation s debate the House had 170 spon-

•

•

"Today's demonstration

than any other city its size.

''Guns kill .... our children ... our
families ... our dreams," read one sign held by

'

iii';~iiiiiiii-;.~'::':::::":==:c•nnotliiia1'")1ea:~·_:::!::--::~afi1ieoe
~1ii~1

than 400 of those murders .annually, more

By Ena E. Gomez
Hilltop Staff Writer

'

''Gun violence
affects ev(!ryone,
b u t.peo,,.,nle don't
know what to do.
This offers an
rl
0pp0
Y
those who want to
help.

I

ilwff

-

Hotline helps community,
seeks daytime vol~nteers
By Ena E. Gomez

I

They have saved a ·lot of lives in their 13
years .
The DCHQTLINE is a crisis intervention
'
service
that has assisted over 300,000 callers
in the community and now they need the community's help.
The hotline is currently seeking volunteers
for their counseling services, especially those
available during daytime hours.
''OCHOTLINE is here to help others and
provide for people who are in nee~," says
Soraya Seirafi, Volunteer Coordinator for

•

, over .protecting. endang~ed
species and biodi vers1ty
mow Jias transcended emo~on," said. NWF Preside~!
\Jay D. H&1r.. ~~ wo~ld s
foremost sc1ent1f1c voice~

sors. NWF• expect$ an even
greater success tJPs year.
The world is now experiencing the · greatest
extinction spasm since the
disappearance of .. the

years
110. Unlike that time,
laowovwr, the loss o~
speciea today is due a1mo&
cntirwly to human-caused
enviro-ontwl diatur·

• recre
Qt' .,iritul w•ll

" He said, "Th
mindlesa action
,.,. we are t•kiag at thi
time will be remembere
by generations a hundred!
)'Ula front now, a thousand
years from now."
The world is now experi-

encing the greatest
extinction spasm since

the disappearance of the
dinosaurs 65 million

years ago. Unlike that
time hOwever, the loss of
species today is due
almost entirely to
human-caused environ..
mental disturbances.

need help or just want someone to talk to and

Hilltop Staff Writer

DCHOTLINE. Most of the hotline 's help
comes from volunteers and they are essential
the hotline's success.
Their 24-hour service programs. include
PhoneFriend for latchkey children who may

Child Abuse Programs which help both parent
and child. The service also provides cqunseling for those who are suffering from lone1iness, suicidal thoughts, and domestic violence.
Two other services offered by DCHOTLINE are corrununity education and a referral
directory.
Volunteers are trained by a professional
staff of experts in volunteer managerp.ent, child
development, and mental health. The 40-hour
training entails sessions in communication and
listening skills, role playi,ng and an in-depth
sessions deali ng with emergency cri sis calls
concerning cases of rape, suicide, and child
abuse.
If you would like to volunteer or receive
more information, call the business office at
(202) 223-0020.

•
•

• •

Graduate Student Council
PICNIC

•

April 18, 1993
Sunday, 12:00-6:00 PM

•

•

@ Candy Cane Park, S.S.,MD

11
•

Aprll l 6, 1993

7901 Meadow Brook Lane,
near the intersection of
East-West Hwy & Beach Dr
Info (Dir. or Map): 806-5540

Colecting information on bends and
wnent events abroad isn't just a job for

speciaists, ecoro uists, foreig11 area
experts and inteligence analysts are just

a secret age11t

a few of the professionals you1I

Bring sports equipment

cblt have to be an aspili•8 nisslle
·1J811iead specialist or Kra1•K>logist. 'Ne
need kno•-Aede: tl8' decicated men and

If you\'e planring to atlel1d college, or
are presently a full-ti 1ie or graci.late
$ludent, you could be elgible for a CIA
i ill!t t i!l tip and tuition assistance. 'mu

Uni!Y within our Com unity

11

;wmen fl0tn a vaiiety of backgrounds
and fielrls

I ed111 engineers, computer ·

Free Food & DJ
l

!.

• .
•

set

hands-on experience WOll<i1g with...and
a head start on >"""' careet

Join ooe of the countryS largest
informiition networl<s-because an
experience like this does It only l"'l'"•"'ien
in the movies.

-
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Blacks' presence no longer
uncommon in
ite House
By Deborah Rouae

separate. steward for the office .

Hilltop Staff Writer

Simms, his wife and their children
moved into an apartment in the
Although blacks now have south s ecti~n of the west wing,
a voice representing them in the near the present Oval office.
White House with the newly electAfter two years of service,
ed democratic cabinet under new Siinms resigned; his (so-called)
President, Bill Clinton, this has .not combination of lax business habits
always been the case.
and extravagance made Haye s
In 1829, people were eager to see him go. On May I,
astoni shed by the boldness of the 1879, the President wrote Simms a
blacks who entered the White brief but favorable recommendaHouse during Andrew Jackson 's tion and replaced him with a white
inaugural festivities. Howe..ver as a steward.
1
policy, in the last quarter of the
On Oct. 16, 1901,
19th ceiltury, blacks were not Theodore R:oosevelt, who had one
admitted to the receptions.
of his frequent dinner socials,
. In the 1850s when invited Booker T. Washington ,
Franklin Pierce was president, the· whose autobiography, ''Up From
White House was opened regularly Slavery," was then highly popular.
at certain hours with only blacks Roosevelt issued the invitation to
restricted from free access, as they Washington as soon as he heard
were from every other ''place of the famous educator would be in
entertainment'' in the District dur- \ town.
ing thi s time period . As time
The next morning the dinpassed on, restraints did not col- ner was announced ' to the press in
lapse, but they dwindled.
various parts of the country. The
During Rutherford B . news of Washington having dinner
Hayes presidency in the 1870s, in the White Hou se made the
John A . Simms , a black man hottest new s since McKinley 's
replaced Valentino Melah (under ass ass inati on . Editorials -not
Ulysses S. Grant) as steward of the only in the south- were sp nieWhite House. In addition, Hayes times very harsh in their criticism
al so had former slaves, who had of Washington 's visit. ''Probably
worked for him before, work at the the first ever Negro e ve r enter White house while he served hi s t aine~ at the White House," specutenn.
lated the Atl a nta Constitution
Previously, Simms had newspaper.
'
been a steward in the Navy
Following the Washington
Department, although Simms' vi sit, Mr s. Roo sevelt excluded
experience and abil~ty were equal blacks from her famou s White
to those of his predecessors, his House teas. Although, most others
ta sk had been propo rtionally were admitted regardless of their
reduced with the appointment of a

•

'

,

'
I

f

•

•

ethnic origin.
Mrs. Abraham Lincoln is
supposed to have received a party
of 400 black women and a white
minister in the Red Room; Lincoln
signed Sojourner Truth's autograph book at the White' House
when she came to see him; and
Hayes had Frederick Douglass as a
guest at concerts of black performers in the East Room.

Today in 1993, with the
recent election of Clinton, there
are more blacks than ever in
prominent positions in the United
States government. In the U.S.
Cabinet, there are four blacks in
strategic positions.
Ronald H. Brown, probably the most prominent black in
the Cabinet, is Secretary of
Commerce, where he supervi ses
the United States International
Tf'ade, technological development
and industrial competitiveness.
Hi s large job will be to increase
U.S. exports while maintaining
currenl level s of U.S . imports and
keeping other countries, such as
Japan, from doing the reverse.
Jesse Brown, Secretary of
Veteran Affairs, heads one of governml!nts biggest agencies with
220,000 employees responsible for
over 30 million American
Veteran s, of which he is one.
. Mike Espy, Secretary of
Agriculture, oversees rural development, conservation and credit
programs for farmers, federal food
assistance and is responsible for
the inspection of all meat and
poultry consumed in U.S.

•

photo by Sharonda Starks
P&ctured move la •n
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Sactlon of the White
Houl I from the South

Ground Floor
1. Eut Wing eonidor

2. Ubrery
3. Ve111 111 Room

4. China Room
5. Dlplomltlc
Reception Room
6. llap Room
S1ata Floor
7. EutRoom
8. Green Room

9. Bl1»Room
10. Portico
11. Red Room
12. State Dining
Room
13. Family Dining
Room
14. Crou Hall
' 1s. Enlrlnefl Hall

Family Quarters
18.Eutlunette
window

'

17. TNmen Balcony

Third Aoor
It

.
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Benjamin Banneker: Surveyor of Washington, D.C
By Joyce E. Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer
Benjamin Banneker,
•
although a late bloomer academically, left hi s mark in the
District of Columbia and the
world.
Ba,nneker' s time as a
s mall boy was spent on hi s
father's farm, and with hi s
grandmothe,r Molly, who taught
him how to read and write.
D·u ring the winter
month s, Banneker attended a
one room local school taught by
a single Quaker school master.
It was attended by several white
children, including Jacob Hall ,
Banneker's life long friend .
When Banneker became old
enough to work with the father,
he no longer went to school,
though he was known to be very
good at arithmetic and mathematical exercises.
•

•

••

In 1753, at age 22, he
constructed a successful wooden
striking clock. carving the
wheels ·and pinions. According
to author, Silva Bedinia, a borrowed watch served as the model
for the clock. The clock became
a marvel in the neighborhood ,
attracting variou s visitors. It
continued to work until it was
destroyed by fire in 1806.
In 1759, Banneker
inherited the 100-acre family
farm when his father died .
Another tract of acres-Timber
Poynt-was probably divided
among Banneker's three sisters
at their father 's death .
Following his father's tradition,
Banneker became a competent

farmer. He cultivated a large
garden in which he grew vegetables and other staples for his use
and for sale at the market. By
raising grain, wheat and com for
hi s own use, he mainly rai sed
tobacco for the market. In addition , he also maintained an
orchard of fruit trees and several
hives of bees.

thereafter, nor the issue of such, ject for about fouromonths.
On March 12, the
should be allowed to vote, or to
hold office, or to give evidence : George Town Weekly Ledger
against any white. or to enjoy noted that Pierre L' Enfant and
any other rights of a freeman Ellicott arrived ''attended by
than the pos session of property Benjamin Banker, an Ethiopian,
and redress at law or equity for whose abilities as surveyor and
injury to person or property."
astronomer already prove Mr.
In I 788, George Ellicott Thomas Jefferson 's conclusions
continued to aid an4 encourage that the race of men were void of
Banneker while lending him sev- mental endowment was without
eral of his books and instruments foundation ."
Banneker wrote a letter
and promising to teach him what
he knew of astronomy, so that to Jefferson on August 19 of that
Banneker would be able to same year. In his letter, he
argued admirably against the
progress on his own.
An association and
Pictured below Is the original

In. January of 1761 , at
age 32, Banneker bought hi s first
book - a quarto edition of the
Holy Bible. Banneker, a deeply
religious man, preferred Quakers
(Societf of Friends ) and fre quently attended their meetings
at the Elkridge Meeting House friendship developed between
and the latter meeti~g hou se Ellicott and Banneker, who
constructed at Ellicott' s Lower shared many interests foreign to
Mills by the Ellicott family.
those around them . Both men
George Ellicott, 29 - respected each other, and Ellicott
years younger than Banneker, marveled at Banneker's natural
shared his books on astronomy genius for mathematics.
and surveying with Banneker.
In 1790, Banneker
Occasionally, Ellicott also visit- divided his land, selling some
ed Banneker at hi s home·. The and keeping a 72 acre tract
Ellicott Company Store proved intact. He verbally sold the
to be a boon to Banneker, as well Ellicotts the 72 acre tract and
as his link to the outside world . retained life residenC::e on the
Banneker and hi s mother were premises and received an annual
among the first customers of the income from them in payment.
store. While at the book store, This income allowed him a few
he read newspapers, perused the extra luxuries, such as books af!d
imported merchandise from other needs for his studies that
overseas and occasionally pur- he could not afford otherwise.
In 1791, Major Andrew
chased books for his own small
Ellicott, a cousin of George
library.
Two Maryland laws had Ellicott, was appointed surveyor
an impact on Banneker' s life. to layout the ten-mile square fol-.
The· Maryland Constitution of .a Federal Capital in the District
1776 granted the right of suf- of Columbia, by President
frage to all freemen who owned George Washifigton. Major
a certain amount ""o f property. In Ellicott selected Banneker as his
1783, a Maryland law enacted scientific assistant to help on his
stated ''no colored person freed team. He remained on the pro-

inconsistency of slavery with 1he
principle s put forth in the
Dec la.rati on o f Inde pend e nce.
He included a manu sc ripl copy
in his almanac in
1792- his very first, whi ch had
not yet been published.
A
di stingui s he d
Maryland Se nat o r, Jam es
McHenry. was so impressed with
Banneker's almanac manusc ript
that he wrote an endorsement for
the publishers Goddard and
Angell of Baltimore for consideration the very next day.
Near the end of 1791 .

Banneker 's first almanac was
placed on sale and sold ver)'
well. He continued to calculate
and publish almanacs through
1802. It was rumored that one
of hi s almanacs was introduced
int o th e British Hou se of
Commons as part of an argument
for the ·· mental cultivation'' of
bl ack people.

In 1:1e latter part of his
life, Banneker was stricken with
a number of severe illnesses
which he ~ uccumbed to in 1806.
•

plan of the City of Washington which Banneker had a hand In
creating. The photo is dated around 1792.
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1can
Communist
leader
·assassinated .in
•
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'The Yard' teased with touch of Caribbean

Jo~,.annesburg
MemQrial rally to be held
,

photo by Omowale Eleon
"the Yard"" to the pulsating
The costumes
rhythm of calypso.
depicted the bright
Taking advantage of the 60 and colorful aspects
degrees weather, the CSA orga~ of Caribbean life, but L__ _ _ _..._..::_
nized the event to let students in particular those of Trinidad
Caribbean-week continues
'
know that Caribbean Week had and Tobago. They were loaned with a picnic tomorrow.
started, related an elated Lori by the Trinidadian-owned
Above, Revellers making
Ridley, coordinator, herself Rita's restaurant on Georgia another exciting twist around
throbbing to the music.
Avenue.
the Yard on Monday.

By0moW81eEl90n
Hilltop Staff Writer

A touch of Caribbean

.

carnival visited Howard on

Monday when members of the
Caribbean Students Association

(CSA) decked themselves in
costume and pranced around

.

Chris Hanl

By Omowale Elson
t-tilltop Staff ~riter

A rilemorial rally is
being organized for former
African National Congress

(ANC) member and leader of
the South African Communist
Party Chris Hani at Howard
University on Monday at the

Blackburn Center at 6 p.m. He
was assassinated last Saturday
in front hi s home 1n
Johannesburg.

According to local antipartheid activists Margreth e
Siem, a number of area groups
wil~ be working campus organi-

zations on this event. A few
years ago, Hani visited the
University.

Siem said the attack was calculated to set back the powersharing talk s being co nducted
between the ANC and the

Frederick de Klerk. ''It is a horrible crime that can have 'big
•

consequences for the democratic talks. It 's another act by the
forces who are intere·s ted in
keeping up the present regime
and they are using these acts to
frustrate
the democrati c
process,'' Siem said.

Professor William Worthy of
the Journali s m Department of
the University, however, said
the South African regime had
''demonized'' communists even
more fanatically than did th e
U.S. Cold War warriors during

the Jo se ph McCarty period .
•

Therefore, the ambush murder

of an avowed communist leader
by a Polish-born anti-commu nist extremist was no real political surprise, he maintained.
''In strictly racial terms, such
murders go against the tide of
hi story and against world public
opinion," Worthy said. ''But
with the entire western economic system in worsening depression, racist violence, as an
instrument of overall repression,
can become extremely troubleso me p olit icall y, all the way
from white killer cops from Los
Angeles, to quasi-official death

squads in Johannesburg ... "
Meanwhil e, Nelson
Mandela, president of the ANC,
along with other organizations
working toward successful multiracial-democrati c talk s, have
been appealing for calm from
the outraged population to
whom Hani was held in high
esteem.
However, more
than 100,000 people demonstrated in Port Elizabeth and several
thousands in Cape Town, calling for justice.
A Poli sh-born South African
citizen .has been arrested in connection with the shooting .
Hani had been recently
working among black militants,
who are frustrated with the
long-drawn out talks, trying to
convince them that the surest
way to black majority rule and
peaceful coexis tence in the
racially-to rn South Africa was
through nonviolence and negotiation.

New economic growth gives
Jamaicans chances at better life
By Prudence Layne
Hilltop Staff Writer

Prime Mini ster of Jan;tai ca
P.J . Patterson says that many
Jamaicans stand a better chance
of fulfilling their basic need s
and a better way of life now that
the country was poised for Significant and sec ure economic
growth.

But he cautioned: ··careful
monitoring of the econon1y will
remain necessary. We will have
to sec ure greater levels of production and productivity. We
should expect increased investment activity from the private

with 53 of the 60 Parliamentary

sector as bureaucratic obstacles
are re moved and the bu sine ssfri e ndly envi ronm ent flouri s h-

seats.
Patterson said hi s mandate
was one of efficiency and
accountability
'' It asserts that performance will be 1neasured by
re su lt s a nd not ove rlooked by
excuses," he sa,id.
Other prerequisites cited for
growth and social mobility' were
education
and
training .
Patterson deemed it vital that the
knowledge base, techn.ical skills
and innovative capacity of the
work force be improved ''if
Jamaica is to successfully com....
.' '

es. ••
The Jamai can govern ment
has been carrying out reforms in
the civil serv ice to speed up the
economic liberalization progran1
implemented under the Michae l
Manley adn1inistration.
The prime minister 's com ments were made last week, d~
in g hi s i11 augural address after
being d ecla red winner of the
Marc h 30 ge neral e lectio ns in
which Peop le National Party
( PNP ) was swep t into offic e

-

The Caribbean Students
Association (CSA) elected a
new executive last Friday.

The slate "The New
Generation··, emerged winners,
receiving 33 of the 53 votes cast.
The other slate Unity l s
Strength - headed by Trevor
Golding, a bu s iness student,
received the remaining 20 votes.
Taking office next fall will be
Che Keen s- Douglas, president;
Betty Alleyne , vice-president;
Loui sa Lawrence , treasurer;
Nicole Jones, secretary ; Kwesi
. Ames, public relations officer.

'

The petition was presented to
the United Nations Human

ATTENTION ALL ASPIRING PERFORMERS:

Rights Commission (UNHRC)

Racism in the United States which met in Geneva last
is expected to be an agenda item February, charging that racism
for the up-coming United wa s ''ve ry prevalent in the
Nations (UN) sponsored World United States."
Conference on
It added:
Human Rights in . - - - - - , - - - - .
''If the interAustria in June .
national comTwo New
munity wants
•
York-based orgatc; seriously
nization s, the
tackle
the

December 12th

que,s tion of
Movement and
racism,
it
the International
must appoint
Association
a
special
Agai,!JSl Torture,
envoy ,$f to
petitioned the
carry
out
UN to appoint a
investigations
special envoy to
all over the
investigate ongoworld, but the
ing racism in the
Desmond Hoyte
envoy must
United States.
begin his/her work in the United
According to Colette Pean , a States first ."
member
of Movement 's
When contacted by the Inter
Secretariat, the World Council Press Service, a Third World
of Churches is also considering news agency, for comment the
holding hearings on racism in United States consul in Geneva,
the United States.
Sheridan Bell, declined.

~

'rhe Ho\l\·ard Universit)' Student Association
presents:

•

TALENT NIGHT
AT THE
PUNCHOUT!!!
I

Tuesday, April 20, 1993
7:00 PM
An open mic competition for

singers, poets, dancers
and anyone else with a talent.
Admission is free!!!

•

,•

tion by the people must begin. It
is the true genesis for economic
and social growth, '' Patterson

added.
1.,;.. , .. . ~.
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Caribbean students elect new.officers

Racism may
top UN ag~nda
By Kimberly Bryant
Hilltop Staff Writer

pete in the internatj.onal marketplace.''
He further urged Jamaicans
at home and abroad to unite in
working towards greater social
justice and economic selfreliance . To this end, he noted,
additional financial resources
would have to -be obtained, particularly to benefit women and
children.
''For it is at the community
level that meaningful participa-

•

I

I
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Afro.,Collegiate' conference
gives students in-depth look at a
future in the corporate world
By Kristin Walsh
Hilltop Staff Writer

•

uring the fall semester, the planning
began. After months of inviting
speakers and obtaining the fiD<\IlCial
backing needed, the H·o ward University

D

UCLA offers extensive
summer film workshops
•

expressed
by the students, it was
evident that
it was a succ e s s .
Lawson

Marketing Association and Finance Club held

what they hoped to be their annual ''First
Annual Afro-Collegiate Empowerment
Conference." During the weekend of April 24, members of both organizations, School of
Business students and faculty drove to
Richmond, Va. to learn and talk to profession-

president o
the Finance
Club, said,
''It was a
great pilot
program

and

"! liked the idea of different

th

turnout was
good from

all of the Marketing and Finance club members listen to the speaker at breakfast.

black colleges coming c;,gether. I

•

also liked the fact that Howard set a
precedent with this conference."
- -Daphne Daniels
als about the business world.
There were representatives from
Hecht's, Cargill, JoCola, Primerica/Smith

Barney, Merrill Lynch, State Farm, Dow
Chemical, Merck, and JP Morgan that actively
participated in the conference. Dr. Glenda
Hodges and Dr. Murphy were among the
University faculty that were also in attendance.
Not only did students from the University plan
and participate, but students from Hampton
University, Norfolk State, North Carolina A &
T and Morgan State were among the audience
that waited eagerly to hear the professionals

schools. I
felt that George Johnson fro~ Dow did the
best workshop (effective career planning). He
didn't paint a pretty picture; he told us how it
really is."
In addition,,Breedlove said, ''We need to
remember that Yd~ ' re not only doing it (working in corporate America) for yourself, but for

•

"The conference was well
planned and executed ... I just wish
that more faculty would involve
themselves in these activities; the

students will only be as good as the
professors who teach chem."
- -Dr. Glenda Hodges

speak.
The theme for the conference was
··Achieving Excellenbe Through Unity.''
Through the. many positive comments

those behind you."
Edgar Smith, a member of the marketing

association, said. ''The conference took
months of planning and if it were not for a
committed planning committee and the other
colleges being really helpful, we would have
never got it (the conference) together."
The work that was put into the program
was truly noticed by the students, guest speakers and especially the faculty. Dr. Glenda
Hodges. a University professor in the marketing department, said, ''The conference was
well planned and executed, especially fOr the
student activity. The pre senter was well
informed. I just wi shed that more faculty
would involve them selves in these activities;
the students will only be as good as lthe professors who teach them."
Summing up the two-day conference,
Daphne Daniels, a student majoring in marketing, said, ··1 liked the idea of different black
colleges coming together. I al so liked the fact
that Howard set a precedent with thi s event.
There is so much potential for grqwth for thi s·
conference.··

By Edward Thomas

Hit1toP Reporter
For all those interested in
films and videos and want to
learn more, the University of
California, Los Angeles
(UCLA) is offering inten sive
short courses in filmmaking .
During the sessions, filmmakers
have a opportunity to study various aspects of film, television,
and video production under
leading industry professionals in
a\serie s of UCLA Ef tension
intensive courses thil summer.
The program is geared for per.sons who mu st learn various
production skills in a brief period of time.
Courses will cover such
areas as directing, cinematography,. producing on low budgets,
computerized film budgeting,
video production, film schedul ing with a c omputer and an
introduction to production .
Classes will take place· in July
and Augu st on the campus of
UCLA and at nearby locations
in We stwood . All of the sessions range from one day to 21/2 weeks.
Classes include:
''Basic Video Production on
Location," is a three-session
workshop that presents a fundamental overview of the basic
creative, technical and management skill s necessary to design
and produ ce a cost-effecti ve
video.
''Production I," is a course
and lab that provides practi cal
experien ce in single -camera
production by performing roles
as crew members on short-form
assignment shot on-location at a

major studio .
''Introduction to Videotape
Editing," a three-session course
which provides students with
both theory and extensive
hands-on time with editing
equipment .
''Intensive Film Production
Workshop for directors," covers
all of the skills required of a
director in working with a crew
and provides an opportunity to
work with a cinematographer.
''First Steps in Electronic
Cinematography''
teaches
videographers, art directors,
lighting directors, and video
professionals how to optimize
the images and aesthetics of the
broadcast video camera.
''Intensive Cinematography

Project: Lighting, Staging, and
Composition'' iS a workshop
where participants will be
paired with directors and a crew
to work on 35mm color slides to
storyboard their scenes fro
review and analysis.
''Intensive Independent Film
Production: Shooting for High

Quality on Low Budgets" provides a course that is a practical
and intensive introduction to
independent film production of
high quality for (ow cost,
including an analysis of potential workable film concepts and
screenplays and provides details
through each phase of pre-production and production.
For more information relating
to dates, fees, a free brochure,
or to enroll, contact the
Department of Entertainme~t
Studies and Performing Arts,
UCLA extension, 10995 Le
Cente Ave ., Room 437, Los

General ,Motors
present
Annual
Awards
.
.

'

~

By Angella Dal 1ney

bage and bell peppers-among several other fruits and vegetables, was a success. Project Tribe is now in its second

Hltllop Reporter

•

"Volunteering is impoltanl Each Sllldeot should give back
to the community with whatever God-given talent they
have," said Donnetria Robinson, architect of Howard's own
l1lP<l, awareness panel and 1993 General Motors Spirit Awards

winner.

Last spring, Robinson ct! rl:d and designed a rape aware-

ness panel for the Howanl Uni.,..•ity community. A fonner
victim, she hoped tbll her llClions would wge rape survivor.
to come forwanl with their experiences.
This panel was comprised of campus security officer. and
represeiitatives from various community-based organizations
that counsel rape 1urvivon and provide wottshops and seminars to enlighten the community of area rape statistics. In
addition, Robinson wrore an anicle in the Hilltop about sur-

viving Utei: rape.
Robinson also created a recreational and Bible School
program for a local inner city chun:h where she volunteered
as a summer missionary.
Robinson, a musical theater major, utilized her skills to
conduct acting worblJops for 11on11ors in D.C. orphanages.
She bu managed to develop a willingness among these children to pal1icipate in 8fOUP1 performing skits which has. in
tum, developed self-confidenCe in those teens who had been
emo<ionally, physically and sexually ahuaed.
Beaming about her recall honor, Robinson said, ''I would
like to thmlr
for -~pport and the drive that
they have instilled in me to give bac to the community."
Cory David Nevei. applied 1 skills in gardening and
psycboloay to helping area children. Project Tribe, a
~-Community Y- O..•le•lna Project, is the result.

my ...-

Nevels es••hHshed this project IO teach children the benefits of pTOductivity lhroogh worltina together with nature.
1bo children, 10 yo '11111111 '111 nine to ' l3, WO(O tAUaht tho
concep11 cf powtb md • rtllble . . - as Ibey planted

aeeda in a garden behilld the old 11mnasium at Howard
University.
1be garden. which eva1h••lly consisted.of 17 varieties of
~toes. okra and n'1iona. dnc varieties of greens, cab-

year.
Through his work in Project Tribe, Nevels sought to rein-

force students• school work while providing them access to
social and cultural diversity. In response to his recent
achievement, Nevels gives credit to the children for being his
''sole source and motivation'' for his project.
As chairperson of community service for Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority, Inc., Alpha ChapJer, Wade coordinates volunteer
services at La Casa Homeless Shelter, organized two clothing
drives for Mother Dear's Community Center, donated food to
the House of Imogene for its annual Thanksgiving dinner and
instituted reading hours at local elementary schools.
Wade is currently community outreach director for the
Howard University Student Association. As director, Wade
manages 10 outreach programs, such as Big Brothers Big
Sisters programs, Inmate Tutorial Program, AIDS .and sub. stance abuse programs and the Building Bridges: a Senior
Citizen Program. She is also in charge of annual projecrs
such as Howard University Community Day, African
Children's Festival, Community Beautification Weekend and
Kwanzaa Festival.
In addition to recently being elected HUSA President
1993-94, Wade has also maintained an excellent academic
record.
Cory David Nevels. Donnetria Robinson and Terri Wade
were honored in a ceremony for being chosen recipients of
the 1993 General Motors Volunteer Spirit Awards.
These honors, which are awarded to students at 40
universities and colleges nationwide, are given to three students who display excellence in the arena of community service. The prize is five shares, or $200 worth, of stock in
General Motors Corporation, a plaque signed by President
Franklyn G. Jenifer, and a ceremony recognizing the winners' achievements.
HUSA President-elect Teni Wade is ''glad that organizations
such as General Motors and Howard University honor community service and the uplifting of people." She also challenges brothers and sisters to make that commitment to
''reach backjnto our base--our community."

Subway lends a hand to humanity
To help do their part and stand as a leader in the food industry, Subway has kicked off their "Food for Food '93" program.
Local Subway shops in communities throughout the U.S. and Canada. in concert with their food banks, have designed a food
drive program to ensure that there is enough food for those who need it most.
The Subway ''Food for Food '93'' event is taking place simultaneously at more than 7,000 Subway Sandwich Shop locations to help restock North America's food bank.
D.C. residents can participate by going to the Subway Sandwich Shop at 3275 M Street, NW, which is across the street

from the Geo!J!etown Mall on Sunday, April 18, 3- 4:30 p.m.
Bring in a canned good and Subway will provide a free six-inch sandwich as a ''thank-you."
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We have a tendency to think o people,
involved in abusive relationships as
distant; ar removed om us. However,
they are our riends and our relatives,
and we may not even know it. Abuse
happens, even here, at the Mecca~
Read on as two o your peers tell
their compelling stories.
.

ly for months. She said that she

She also said that her.. mom would often

yell at her and talk about the size of her
lips, the· gaps in her teeth, or the length
of her hair. Deborah said ·that, although
she is certain her mother 's emotional
abuse was not inten,t io nal , her · comments and actions "c aused ·her to"have a
negative self-concept, which made .her .
the ideal candidate for an abusive relationship.
During the spring semeste r of her
•
freshman year, Deb6rah,' now a senior,
met Ken at work when he came in for

thought that it wa s ''gross'' and
had vowed never to
do it. John screamed. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

''He never told me exactly what it

Hilltop Staff Writer

ships. She estimated, modestly, she said,

was he wanted me to give. ·so I tried to

with him . Co nsequ ently,

abuse experienced by two Howard
women while in relationships with emo-

that 30 to 40 percent of them were
abused in so me way as c hildren .
Balenger suspects that many cases of
abu s~ go unreported because it is difficult for people to admit that they are in

do little things to show him that I cared.
No matter what I did it was never
enough. About one month into our relationship, he made me kiss his foot as a
way of giving son'lething," she said.

she had dropped out of the
music ensemble, quit her
job at the radio station and
gotten off of the debate
team . She promised hersel

tionally,-unstable men. As this author

abusive relationships and may not be

she would return when she

s uspecte d , abuse in relation s hip s at
Howard is much more prevalent than

ready to get out.
''To admit that they are in abusive

many students realized. It is my sincere

relationships, people are forced to look

hope that someone will benefit from the
article and be able to avoid a pOtentially

at themse lves. Th~ey are in the relationship for a reason. Obviously, some of
their emotional needs are being met, so
they stay," she said.
Several young women admitted that
they stayed in relationships which they
knew were unhealthy because of fear of
their partners and fear of being alone.
Meet Suzette*.

had more time. Ju st that
day, however, s he had
accepted an internship in ·
her field.
•
Suzette went to John' s
apartment; and be said he
was happy she had gotten' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

The story that follows reveals the

dangerou s situati on. I ha ve offe red
advice and comments from a counselor
at the University Counseling Center, a

female mini ster and the two women
themselves.
I conducted a survey to find out if
abuse in relationships ;was a problem at
Howard Univer~ity. Out of 46 female
student s surv eyed, 23 said they had
experienced abuse of some kind in an
intimate relationshi p. ·
'

SUZETTE

his friend s. ,He lay on th e
floor and began to cry hysterically. When Suzette got
up to go to the bathroom 1 he
grabbed her and punched
her in the mouth. •

More than three million women a
year are severely battered by their partners. The latest FBI statistic estimates
that two out of three women wil l be
assaulted in their lifetimes. The rate of
injury to women from battery s urpass~s
chat of. car accidents and mugging s
combined. Abuse in relation ships cuts
ac ross all racial , socioeconomic, and
educational boundarie s, and Howard
University students are not exempt.
As referred .to in this story, abuse
includes emotional, physical , psychological and sexual abuse. Although this
small number is nol intended to be used
to make a definitive _statement, it is
probably safe to say that it is a· reason·
able indication of how often this ugly
monster rears its head at ''The Mecca.''
Vicky Balenger, a PhD candidate in

she had not had many
boyfriends. In fact, her most
serious relationship had only
la sted four months. Then
came John.
Suzette met John in class,
and they instantly hit it off.
He was everything she had
ever wanted in a guy- attractive, intel li ge nt , sensitive,
su pp ortive, respectful and
witty. And he was so romantic-always cooking dinner
for her and buying her flowers. He would often take her out to dinner just for doing well on a test. He was
very attentive and affec tionate and
see med genuiriely conce rned about
Suzette's overall well-being. Once when
she ..was sick he pampered her and fed
her better than her mother did when she
was at home. Suzette thought John was
an a_ngel sent straight from heaven-at
first.
Suzette said that she should have
known so mething was wrong when
John kept tellin g her that she was not
g ivin g enough to the relationship.
'' He was constantly
reminding me of all of the
ni ce things that he did for
me and how I wasn't giving
anything. Since I had never
·really been in a serious relationship before and this was
my first one away from

psychol9gy at the University of

home, I was not able to tell

Maryland and intern at the Howard
University Counseling Center, supports
thi s notion . According to B ale nger,
approximately five fema le students
come irito.. the . Counseling Center each

how much was too much . As
an only child, I had been
called se lfish before , so

•

After that, Suzette knew.'====================
it was over between themr
and worked co ntinuo~ly to
wean herself away from
him. After another incident
months later, s he filed a
fonnal complaint, and John
is now out of her life for
good .

•

Suzette said that, as the relationship
blossomed, the abuse only escalated.

She was often called stupid and ditzy:
"He always told me that I only bad
book sense, no common sense." Once
again, Suzette doubled herself because ·
her mother had often said the sam e

thing.
At the time, she did not think her
relationship was abusive. For every ba(\
thing John did, he did 10 other goo 01

things to make up for it. Besides, sh·.
said, he was always there for her a1)•i
did not seem to have any interest wh _
soever in other girls.
Suzette knew there was a probIt- r 11
when John continuously put her in se- ~
ually compromising positions. Whe:1
they first met, Suzette had told Jol111
that, because of her religious beliefs ,

she had made a firm decision to abstain
from sex. John said he understood and

COUNSELOR'S
VIEWS
Balenger said that many
counselors belie ve it is a
good idea to press criminal.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
charges.
an interview. They exchanged numbers
''It can help the abuser to see conse- and began go ing o ut. For their first date,
quences, and it can also be ve r y Ken, a zoology major, aske~ Deborah to
empowering for the woman."
go to the zoo with him as he worked on
•
a class project. Deborah thought it was

DEBORAH
Like Suzette, De.borah came to
Howard as a son_:iewhat inexperienced

freshman. By the end of her high school
career, she was nb longer bothered by
the fact that all of her friends had

boyfriends and sh,e didn 't. She admits
that she was very picky and at one point
wondered if something was
seriously wrong with her.
''A lot of people would
say, 'You're attracti. ve, and
you seem to know what you
want out of life. Why don't
you have a boyfriend ?' I
didn't know the answer
myself," she said.

'

What Deborah did know
is that she didn ' t feel too
good about herself. She said
that when she was around 14
and 15 years old, her moth·
er, a mini'Ster, would often
hit her for no good reason.

when John .told me I didn' t
give enough, I believed him.

romantic.
'' l remember that we go t into an
argument that day about something stupid like n1e not walking next to him or
something," she said .
Deborah said chat Ken was always
buying her things and cooking for her.
They were toget her so much that she
didn't ever have a chance to get bored.
By May (two months later), she was
spending a lot of time at hi s apartment.
Since her dorm room was always noisy,
he had given her keys so that she would
have a quiet place to study. One day
when Ken wasn ' t home, some of his
f ri ends came ove r, a nd Deborah let
them in . While they were there, Ken
called. When he got home, he was silent
at first. Then he began interrogating
Deborah on why she let visitors into his
apartment when he was not there.
'' He grabbed me and pushed me

~ga~ns; Please see Abuse, B3
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beer he'd had earlier with

An attractive, assertive 20-year-old
woman from Florida, Suzette
entered Howard in the fall of
1990 on a ful l academic

•
'

of a bottle of gin straight,
not to mention the forties o

was well-liked by her peers,

,

•

around even le ss. That
.night, Jo hn drank a fol!rth

always been very involved in
activities in high school and

.

•

the job. She knew it hurti-oi
him to know She would be

scholarship. Although she had

FACTS HIT HARD

..

at her over and over
about it. At the time
it seemed t o be the
only problem they •
were having, so she
did it. )
The first incident
' of physical abuse did
not occur until seven
month s l ater. J ohn
had been complain- .
•
ing more and more .
about Suzette never
being around to spend time ~===================l

month to discuss their abusive relation-

,

I

respected her for it. After a few
months, when they were officiall y
''going together, " however, he
convinced her to ha ve sex with
him . That was n' t all. John also
told her that he had never had a
girlfriend who was unwilling to
perform oral sex o n him , and
since she didn 't do anything else
to please him, she cou ld at least
do that. Suzette refused adamant-

By Depelsha Thomas
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Musicians make long-awaited pit stops in District
By lgbae All' che
Hilltop Staff Writer

Music lovers are in for a treat
this weekend because many talented performers will grace the
District with their phenomenal tal-

•

ents. The selection ranges fron1
traditional jazz to hard-core hiphop. Prices for the shows are four
dollars on up.
The following list gives a
small description of each show:

Vinx With Ray Barretto & His
Latin Jazz Ensemble

The legendary
percu ssio nist/bandlead e r Ray
Barreto will share the spotlight
with vocalist/percussionist Yinx.
The concert, entitled ''Latin." will
be held at 8 p.rn. on Saturday,
April 17 at the Li sner Auditoriu1n
at George Washington University.
The versatile Barretto has Jong

Gra1nmy nomination.
Opening the show will be
renowned voca1ist Vinx. Not content with working within the confines of previously established
styles, Vinx 's latest album, ''I
Love My Job." intricately weaves
the elements of very diverse influences. With th~ modem treatment
of the tribal so und s of age-old
percu ss ive instruments and
rhythm s to the classical imprints
of the guitar and piano, all combined with his lush voice colored
by strong jazz and pop overtones,
Yinx creates purely contemporary,
captivating songs. Vinx has successfully forged his own way, producing a unique style.
As the opening act for Sting's
1991 world tour, Vinx has won an
international following. His
smooth, soulful baritone soars
above the intricate AfroCaribbean and world percussion
in st rument s. which provide his
sole accompaniment.
The ''Latin Soul'' concert
unites these two great artists for
the first time as they celebrate the
common African elements found
in Mambo/Latin jazz and R&B .
Tickets for ''Latin Soul'' are
$22, and may be purchased
through all TicketMaster outlets
and Ph o neCharge (202) 432·

SEAT, the GWU/Marvin Center
Newsstand. and the Charlin Jazz
Society (202) 33 i ·9404 .

at such popular spots around the
District as Takoma Station and

Washington Perfonning Arts
Society (WPAS) continues its Jazz
Express series with the Wynton
Marsalis Septet on Saturday, April
17, at 8:30 p.m. in the Kennedy
Center Concert Hall. The program
will feature selections of jazz
standards, original compositions
and works from his recent release,
''Citi Movement."
Thirty-two-year old trumpeter
Wynton Marsalis has been
astounding the world with his
talents for more than one and a
half decades. From his earlY
quintet albums like ''Think of
One'' and ''Black Codes (From
the Underground)'', to the
orchestral embellishments of
''Hot House Flowers," to his current work in the septet format,
Marsalis has constructed a thoroughly modem approach to jazz.
It reflects everything from the
adyancements of John Coltrane
and Charles Mingus to the earliest jazz forms that emanated
from New Orleans.
Members of the Wynton
Marsalis Septet include alto saxophonist Wes Anderson, trombonist Wycliff Gordon, bassist
Reginald Veal , drummer Herlin
Riley, tenor saxophonist Todd
Williams, and pianist Eric Reed.
Tickets for the Wynton
Marsalis Septet range in price
from $18.50 to $27.50 and are
available through Instant-Charge,

Royal Thai. Her sultry, soulful

No cute pop tunes, no lyrics
cleaned up for airplay - · just seventeen unadulterated slices of life
as Mc Eiht and his crew (DJ
Mike T, DJ Slip, Ric Roe, Chill,
and Boom Barn) have lived it on
the streets of Compton.
Tickets for the concert are
$22.50. For more information ca11
(202) 627'. 6020, 773-1223, or
832·5015.

Sunny Sumpter

voice and unique singing style
breathes new life into many of L~
jazz standards that she performs. '
Backed by a small ensemble of
talented musicians, Sumpter will
treat the audience to a delightful
evening of soft jazz and blues.
Tickets for the show are four
dollars and are available at the
door.

J,l.eggae Spring Bash '93
This year's Reggae Spring
Bash will be held tonight at 10

p.m. at the UDC Van Ness
Activity
Center,
4200
Connecticut Ave, NW.
Featured performers are
Beres Hammond with The
Tamlins, Tony Rebel, and
Garnett Silk backed by the Jah
Postles Band.
Tickets cost $25 and are
available at most Caribbean
stores. For more information
call (202) 726·0484.

April 16, 8 p.m. - Downhome
Blues : Jeff Titon, author of
''Early Downhome Blues,·· and
local blues legend John Jackson
celebrate the birth of the blues.

Ramsey Lewis

The Blues Project

Lengendary pianist Ramsey .
_ Lewis will perform on April 17
and 18 at Blues Alley, Wisconsin
Avenue, below M Street in
Georgetown.
This talented performer has
made a name for himself in the
jazz wort~ and has performed
with many jazz legends. His
show will feature original compositions as well as jazz standards.
Showtimes are 8 p.m. and 10
p.m. For reservations call (202)

r:-:-:=========='."l

Howard's own jazz vocalist
Sunny Sumpter will be performing on April 17, at 8 p.m. at the
Georgia Cafe. She has performed

One of hip-hop's most promising young groups, Compton's
Most Wanted, will be performing

Landover Rd (Bel tway exit
17A). The programs are as follows:

tion call (301) 322·0600.

Box Office, 2000 L Street, NW

Co1npton 's Most Wanted

301 Largo Rd .. Largo. MD,

Both concerts are free and open
to the public. For more informa-

Center Box Office or the WPAS
Suite 810.

Bllies lovers can enjoy two
evenings of traditional blues at
Prince George's Community
College, Queen Anne Fine Arts
Building,

April 17th, 8 p.m . - Blues of
''The Promised Land'': J. Otis
Williams, director of the
Nyumburu Cultural Center, and
Barry Lee Pearson, author of
''Sounds so Good To Me," join
The Holmes Brothers in a blend
of blues with gospel and soul.

(202) 467·4600, the Kennedy

been a leading figure in Latin jazz
fusion and traditional A fro~
Caribbean dance music. In additi on, he has con tinually experimented with rhythm and blues and
soul elements.
With the inclusion of his 1963
million-selling hit , ''El Watu si,"
featured in the soundtrack.-for.. tbe. •
'
hit movie ''JFK,"
Barretto has
been the focus of much attention
this year. His latest album, ''Soy
Dichoso." also recei\•ed a

,

The Wynton Marsalis Septet

337·4141.

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED
TO:

on April 17, at 8 p.m. at W.U.S.T.

located at the comer of 9th and V
Streets.
The group's latest release,
''Music to Driveby, '' is a compilation of hard-core hip-hop tracks.

'

Dance ensemble to take
off into another universe

"A CELEBRATION OF LOVE IN CHRIST"

A Night of Fellowship, Song and Dance
Bringing Together the Christian
Community of Howard University
April 16, 1993
7:00 p.m.
The Punch Out
Located in the Basement of the Blackburn Center
•

'

photo by Jarvis Grant

This excerpt from "Soweto," choereographed by Steve Brooks, will be featured In the show.
Speclal to the Hilltop

Howard University College of
Fine Arts offers Washingtonians
an opportunity to ''Journey into
the Univer se of Rhythm and
Motion." when it features the
works of U11ivcrsity instructors
Sherri
Berryma n-Mil ler ,
Kadiatou Conte, Paul Kengmo
and Steve Rooks . The choreographer s' work s will be performed by the Howard
University Dance Ensemble,
who recently performed the
works of Peral Primus at the
Kennedy Center.
''Journey into the Universe of
Rhythm and Motions'' is fntema-

'

tional in scope and representative just for the benet.it of our personal
of the development and diversity dance aspirations; it has a much
of dance at Howard University, '' greater purpose. Thematica11y, all
'
.
state s Sherril Berryman-Miller, pieces focus on taking journeys;
Artistic Director of the project.
through these journeys more
''Appropriately, the program knowledge about the universe 1is
will include a traditiona1 dance of discovered, which further develthe Su Su people of Guinea, West ops self-discovery. The more
Africa choreographed
by people understand, the more they
Kadiatou Conte, a Cameroon har- · can become," she added.
vest dance by Paul Kengmo,
Perfonna.,ce dates are Friday,
' Soweto' choreographed by April 16th at 10 a.m. and 7:45
Steve Rooks. with movement p.m. and Saturday, April 17th at
vocabulary based on the Martha 7:45 p.m. at the Ira Aldridge
Graham technique, and a Theatre, on the campus of
Dunham based multi-media piece Howard University, 6th and
I've choreographed, entitled Fairmont Streets N.W. For reser'Settemassengana, '''Miller said.
vations, call (202) 806-7198.
''What we're building is not

Come One,' Come All!!
For More Information: Contact Michael Worsley
at (202) 806-7292 or (202) 529-5734
" A Joint Christian Ministry Joint"
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New anthology recaptures spirit of renaissance
By Frederick J. Goodall

Powerful , angry, black voices re emerged in the '60s as a result of
the Black Arts Movement .

1-iilltop Staff Writer

It started in Harlem .

Black writers converged at
thi s literary Mecca in the '20s

LeRoi Jones (Amiri Baraka),
Don L. Lee (Haki Madhubuti ).

and Sonia Sanchez were able to
keep black literat ure burning in
ashes to be reborn, so did black the shadows of the Civil Right s
literature. In the midst of race Movement .
riot s and a world war, bla c k
Now in the '90s. a new wave
writers armed themselve s with of black writers have emerged.
their pen s and imagination s to Be s t -se llin g autho r s such as
form a united front and make Terri M cMill an. Alice Walker,
their presence felt in thi s i.:oun- and Toni Mo rri son have paved
,
try. Thi s was the beginning of the way for the children of the
the ''Negro Renaissance .''
po s t- integration, po s t -C ivil
For the first time in thi s coun- Ri ght s eta to carry the torch.
try 's history, being black was in
'' In the Tradition : An
vogue . Black art, black music, · Anthology of Young Black

and as the Phoenix rose from the

and bl.ack literature were popular
and patrons consumed them with
an insatiable lust . Hordes of peo-

Wr•ters," edited by Kevin
Powell und Rus Buruku, is u col-

lection of poetry and prose by .51
ple piled into the "A" train to go promising 20-something writers,
uptown and check out Duke at each with a distinctively differthe Cotton Club or cavort with ent voice.
the so-called talented tenth .
Although the voices are difHarlem was exciting, as was ferent , much of the w rit in g
the literature that thi s atmos- seems vaguely familiar. Thi s is
phere produced . Such great writ- true because the poems and stoers as Langston Hughes, Claude ries ring with echoes of the past.
McKay,
and Zora Neal Hurston Tra.c es of the Langston Hughes·
,
challenged the ''system'' and cel- use of music are evident in Pau l
ebrated blackness with their Beatty' s poems as he weaves
~riling. No longer were they.
urb a n im ages with h ip- h op
co ntent to ''wear the mask." rhythms. Sonia Sanchez's 1niliThese authors were determined tant feminine influence is apparto crea1e a new black aesthetic, ent in Askhari ·s contributions to
free of all negative stereotypes. the anthology. Barak.a even mimInstead of using s te reo{ ypi ca l ics hi s famous father in poems
dialect to appease while audi - such as '' In the Traditi on Too''
ences, they used it to pepper and ''For the Brothers Who Ain 't
their writing . They use d ele- Here.''
ments of black music, black life,
''In th e T(adition·· is an
and black culture to speak direct- importan t book, not because of
ly .to their people in a language the topics it addre sses. but
that they could understand .
becau se it gives young, black
Unfortunately, thi s renai swriters the oppo rtu nity to
sance fizzled out in !he early address pertinent topics. Yo ung,
'30s, but th e fire ne~er· died .

-· '""'- -·

,

- ..

black authors have few outlets to ·
The short s tories are well
have their work published. crafted and flow smoothly. The
Powell and Baraka realized this imagery takes the readers to
deficit and put this anthology . places that are familiar, yet distogether to uphold the rich tradi- tant . They are slices of black life
tion of black literaturl .
that are so real that the reader is
Barak.a explains the purpose easily consumed by the words.
of this anthology in the book's
In essence, ''I11 the Tradition''
i111roduction , ''We are the move- is an all-out ce lebration of blackme11t,
a
new
Black ness. It praises hip-hop, this genConscio u s ne ss Movement of eration's Contribution to music
poetry and fiction and art and and American culture as well as
ml!Sic ... Our words are reflective legendary music makers such as
of the dawn, the ri sing of the Stevie Wonder, Jame s Brown,
suns, the nexl time fire Baldwin and Marvin Gaye . . It pays
saw. We ca n ' t help oµrselves. homage to both slain and imprisoned civil rights leaders. Instead

''We are the
movement, a
Black
new
Consciousness
Movement of
poetry and fiction and art
and music.''

of falling prey to the mindless
marketing and exploitation of
Malcolm X, these writers give

insight into the real man. And as
all good children should, they
acknowledge their literary fore-

parents for making the road easi-

The writers who contributed
to the anthology speak directly

er for them to travel .
But in the post-Rodney King
era, these writers canrlot afford
to celebrate the past without
looking toward the future. The}t
realize that it is their responsibilit y to address serious social
issues that affect the black communit Y. The se writers address
such iss ues as police brutality,
rape, racism, si ngle motherhood,
unemployment , and se xual
harassment . None of these issues
are new , in fact , many other
black au th o rs have addressed

to the people , black people.

them before , but " In the

They do not water·dow11 their
writing to achieve mass appeal.

Tradition'' gives them a new
urgen cy. The writers have few
solutions to these problems, but
they never claimed to be social
scientists. They only want to let
the reader know that little has

---Ras Baraka
We

mu s t

yell.

We

mu s t

write ... Thi s is for the people.
Our people."

The language is harsh, the
rhythms are rugged, the vbices
are loud. The poem s attack the

reade r with the fiercenes s of a
Public Enemy song, yet they are
as mellow as a Coltrane melody.

'

•

I

Edited by Kevin Powell and

...

changed for black people in
America.

k ,

'•

Book explores controversy
surrounding hip-hop music
By Celeste Brown
Hilltop Staff Writer
''The United States vs. Hip
Hop'' is th e new book written
by Julian L . D . Shabazz.
Publi s hed by Uni ted Brothe rs
Communications Systems, the
book is the ,first authoritative
publication written about the
political significance of rap

music. It is also the first book
written solely by a rap artist .
- Shabazz, whose stage name

is "Daddy D," is • member of
the group The Aweso-me Crew
and co-founder of Awesome
Records.
•
''The United States vs, Hip
Hop'' discuss.es the rea~ons
, behind the attacks on such Hip
Hop artists as Public Enemy,
The 2 Live Crew, Ice T, Ice
Cube, Profes so r Griff, Sister
Souljah, Sir Mix - A-Lot, and
NWA. It points out;. in a masterful way, !he co mparisons
between these· prese-nt day
attacks and past attacks on revolutionary o~g·anjzations such Is

the Black Panther Party.
1

Shabazz s.,_ys the Black community, especially the youth,
need to know and understand
why thi s art· fonn and its artists
are under att,a"ck.

Many of the most 1naligned Natio 11 of Islam and the Black
rappers are ac tual ly well Pan ther Party, all of whom have
ve rse din black revolutionary been target s of govern1nent
hi story and cu lture. The powe rs pressure," Shab3:ZZ said .
that be know this, unfortu11ately
'' I unders tand that many
too m a n y - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - yo ung peo-

rap
don't , ''
said.

''••• I am prov1d •
•
1ng some serious
information to
many people who
wouldn't know H.
Rap Brown from
Doo Doo Brown,
or Elaine Brown
from Murphy
Brown. The rappers need our
strong support.''
0

fans

he

The book
also reveals
a ''secret''

FBI hit list
against certain
rap
artists. ''For
instance ,

N WA' s
Niggaz4Life
album sa m-

ples . The

.'

ple

don ' t

read so my

book

1s

short, to the
point, economical,
and easy to

college he served as student
government president and was a

member of the NAACP, Black
Student Union, and African
Awareness Student Union . He's
an actor performing in numer-

'

wouldn't
. ous plays. He appeared in two
Last Poet s,
know
H.
movies, ''The Songwriter," and
Ice T's OG
Rap Brown
''The Winner." His works have
Original
from Doo
Doo Bro.wn, been featured in The Final Call,
Gang s ter
album cover
or Elaine Billboard, Focu s, Minority
shows Ice in
Brown from Voices , 'l'l.nd Jack The Rapper.
a pose that
Murphy His company has released many
Brown. The records, '\nd he is presently
is
taken
directly
rappers need completing hi s newest album
from
the
our strong with The Awesome Crew tentafamou s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ support."
tively titled ''Black Gangster.''
photo of political prisoner
This book will undoubtedly
For more information, conGeorge Jack son, and Publi c become one of the most impor- tact Awesome Records at (803)
Enemy's whole st ru c tur e is tant and controversial docu - 787-6008.
derived' directl y from The ments ever released on the sub-

Balenger said that most of the
staff at the Counseling Center is

my hair. That was the first inci dent of violence, and I guess I
·us t kind of let it roll off my
back:""'
By the summer, Deborah was
practically living with Ken . She
had told him that she wanted to
stay a virgin until she was married , but he kept pressuring her
for sex. He accused h~r of ''fking his roommatC•• 8.nd other
friends. One night at about 3 or 4
o'clock in the morning, Ken

M.S . Degree in Recreation &
Park Administration from

am providing
some
serious
information
to
many

ANALYSIS

walk away he pulled me back by

black Benedict College, and his

Indiana University. While in

--Shabazz

wall. 1 had braids in my hair at
the time, and when I tried to

ject, so much so. Mr. Shabazz is
alr eady working on vo lu1n e
'
two.
Shabazz is the co-founder of
Aweso me Records and a memb er of the ra p group The
Awesome Crew. He received hi s
B .S. De g ree in Community
Recreation from the historically

read. But I

people who

what she was going through until
six months later.

'

psychodynamic- They look for
links to a person' s childhood to
explain present behavior. She
said that because of the trauma
they experienced as children,
many women go fro"! one abusive relationship to anoth~r,
adding, ''Women who have been
abused don't have that radar to
sense danger like other women.

They are unable to trust their
instincts and are generally char·

pulled on Deborahls leg to wake
her up. He then began hitting her'
and accusing her of having sex
with other people.
"At that point, he said, 'If you

acterized by extreme passivity
and low self.esteem. They are
unable to mubilize anger on their

own behalf." She also said that a
lot of women are able to detect

don't have sex with me, I'll kill

problems and say ''I have to get
out."

you.' He also told me that if I
didn't like it, I didn't have to do it

Balenger also said that there

again. l did it, and I hated it."

are pronounced effects from
being in an abusive relationship.

When Deborah went home to
Connecticut for Thanksgiving,
she was watching a Christian program on cable and began to cry.

ment problems and proble~s in
future relationships . Anxiety,

She called the number on the

depression and difficu!JY tl1lsting

screen, and the minister told her
to pray and ask God for a way

others are common e"ffects. A
female may have trouble detect-

out of the relationship.

ing who is safe,'' she said.

"Some people have adjust-

Balenger added that students
often have trouble concentrating

''Gd'd showed me that the
things that happened to me were
not my fault and told me to get
out of the relationship.''
When she returned to school,
she found an apartment and did
not let Ken know where she
lived. When he found out, she
would often see him sitting out-

on school and focusing on things
that are important to them. For
that reason, there has to be sOme
leverage used in counseling.

She said, "Maybe she (,the
abused woman] doesn't care

about her own safety, but she
may care about her grades. For
example, if her boyfriend is

side of her house.
Looking back, Deborah partly

drunk and she's afraid he will hit

attributes her vulnerability to her
mother 's insensitivity. Deborah
said that her grades went down
during the semester she was with

,
•

•

'

'

·.•

her, perhaps she will go to the
library to study."

Balenger said that small steps
like that will help the woman to

Ken. She ended up leaving

gradually empower herself and

Howard the next semester to
regroup financially and emotion-

regain her confidence.

ally. She didn't tell anyone about

*names of victims changed

-•

,
,
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Blackburn Center
'

Friday. April 23
Opening Luncheon

11 :00-12:30 pm

Gallery Lounge

Daniel Goodwin was a former student government leader, campus pal, A.A., H.U. residence Life.
Daniel currently works for Senator Kennedy and will be giving an Inspirational challenge to
student leaderii;

•

I

•

Concurrent Workshops

12:45-1:45 pm

•

1.) Getting started Rm. 148
Belinda Lightfoot Watkins & Adrian Vierea
This Session is required for all presidents and financial officers of student counclV government
organization, student publication and Homecoming steering committees. Learn In detail, what forms are
used to acquire funds for various programs/ expenses, how to read your budget printouts, and other
helpful hints for a smooth operation.
.
'
2.) Motivation Rm.150
Lynne Squires
Come and get inspired to take on new challenges. Learn how to Inspire yourself tool I

•

'
2:00-3:00 pm

•

Concurrent Workshops
3.) Parliamentary Procedure
Rm. 1'48
Joseph Hairston
Learn how to conduct a meeting, develop an agenda, what should be recorded In minutes,
and basics on making motions.
~-) Public Relations
Rm. 150
Leslie Lewis,Steve Watkins, Otesa Middleton, Dery Watkins
Getting out the right message through public relating will be focused upon during this period.
Campus media will be available to discuss how to write press releases and other
publicity items.

'

•
•

3:00-4:00 pm

Concurrent Workshops

.J•

'

5.) Facility Expo Rm. 148
Mr. Dines, Bernard Moon, Wayne Leland, Capt. Armstrong, & Roger Brown
An excellent opportunity to meet with managers and learn scheduling procedures and the various
service charges connected with having programs/ activities.
6.) Working it out Rm. 150
Rev. George Lyons Jr.
This session is devoted to learning skills of mediation and decision making for student leaders .
4:00-5:00
Concurrent Workshops
7.) Successful Programs Rm. 148
Terry Samuels
,
Effective Program planning is essential to the success of every organization. This workshop will Include
suggestions for achieving effective budget and advertising strategies.
8.) We are many; We are One · Rm. 150
Roberta Mccloud (2 Hour Workshop)
This session will explore Issues of cultural diversity as they affect student leaders on th e Howard
University Campus. Student Leaders will gain perspective and understanding of the differences that exist
In the African American Community. This workshop will focus on the bigger picture concerning these
Issue.

•

•

~
'

•

•

5:00-6:30

General Assembly/ Policy Board Meeting Followed by receptlon·for New Husa President

•

Saturday, April 24
8:30-9:30 am

Continental Breakfast
Gallery Lounge
, 9:45-10:45am
Parliamentary Procedure
Rm. 148
11:00-12:00am
Getting started
148
Working it Out
Rm. 150
12:00-1 :00 pm
Successful Programs
Rm. 148
Public relations
Rm. 150
~-----~------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------- -- ---------------------------~. ---------------------~

•

Reaistration For111:
the Information below and relurn with the appropriate registration fee to: The omee of student A..etlvltle11, Suite 117, Blaeldtarn
Center- Cash or money order prefen edJ payment may also be made via a University Service Request payable to : omee of Statlent A..etlvltle8
~mplete

Name:_
' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

m._ _________

Organization_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
CurrentPosltion
_
___
_~-----~----;-Adcheu_
· _ _ __
__
_
_
_ __ _ __ __ _ _· _

•

•

'
Phone·---------~

Reglttrotlon Fee: ( ) $15.00 lncludea lunch( )$5.00 general reglttrotlon
Form of Payment: () Ca•h
()Money order SR#_, _ _ _ __
SESSIONS : Clrcle your ulectlona and check If you wlll be attending the mNll.

Friday. April fl3.

.

Opening Luncheon $15.00()
Getting Started () Mollvetlon
'
( )Parllamentary Procedul9
( ) Pub. Relatlono
.() Fecllltleo Expo ()Working It Out
() Succeaaful Program• ()We are many; we are one

'

•

•

Salurday. Apr/I ZJ
Continental Breekfa•I ( )
()We a,. one;-.,. many (2 hr. workehop)
( ) Getting Started ( ) MotlVllllon
()Parliamentary Procedure
( )Succe1aful Progrem1 ()Pub. Relation
( ) Evaluation ·
,

L---------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------~
•

I

•
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(Base ball, track and tennis tean1-s gear up for Conference Tournan1-ent)
•

Track Club , and the D.C' .
Capital Track Club.
The women persevered
through not only the weather but
al so the strong competition to
capture first place in several
events. On the track, they domi nated the re lay events. T hey
placed first in the 4x I 00 meter
relay, the 4x200 meter relay, the
4x400 meter relay, and the sprint
medley; in the 4x800, they
placed second . In the field
events, Saida Saltar leapt 33' 3''
to capture fir st in the triple
. jump, and Lola Lindo hurled the
shot put 38' -l /4'' to place second.
Alina Howard, a key member
on the women's relay team, had
a positive outlook on the day.
'' Despite the weather, .we ran

by James Conyer

aturda y, the Howard
Relay s took place at
Greene
Stadium .
Despite the rain , the
wind , and the cold, many spectators came to see the Track
Bison run better than they' have
thi s ·o utdoor season. Not only
wa s there a large crowd of
onlookers but al so a large field
of competitors from within and
outside the metro area. The formidable co mpetition included
UMES , Delaware State, Morgan
State, Linc o ln University,
Hampton Uni ~er s ity, Norfolk
State, Virginia State, Bowie
State , Cheyney, Catholi c,
Gallaudet, New York Institute of
Technol og y, Uni ver s ity of
Delaw a re, Mo nl c lair e St'ale
College , So uthern Connec ticut
State College, Baltimore City
Community Co ll ege, Vic tory

ex ceptionally well ," Howard
said. "We come together as a
team. When you stay together,
you can make it through any-

thing."
The on l y other team as
impre ssive as the women was
the men' s squad. They excelled
in the relay, intermediate-distance race s, and field events .
The men took first place in the

shuttle hurdle relay, the 4x800
meter re lay, the 4x400 meter
relay, and the sprint medley ;
they placed third in the 4x200
meter relay and second in the

1500-meter dash.

Rod ney

Mick le, a favorite to win the
Conference crown won the 800meter dash, Jason Callaman won
the long jump with a leap of
22 ' 0'', and Rafiu Bakare won

the triple jump with a jump of
42 ' 7''.
Head Coach , William
Moultrie, is quite aware of what
thi s meet repre sents . '' The
[Howard] Relays was an excellent meet in terms of organization, the number of teams, com-

,,

ri

petition, and participation ."
Moultrie said.
•

F lorida Here W e
C ome !
Coming off their best
performance of the season, the
team has left for Tallahassee to
compete in the Conference
Tournament from April 15- 17.

Although th!'Y will face
tough competition, Coach
Mou l trie is co nfident in the
team ' s chances of capturing
some Tournament crowns.
''We are going to be extremely competitive in the {women's]
I 00-meter dash. Staci Jordan is
going to be competitive in the

200-meter dash , [Adayna]
Upchurch is competitive in the
400-meter dash, and [Jamelia]
McElroy will be competitive in

be in the hurdles, both the shut·
tie and intermediate. [Rodney]
Mickle will be strong in the 800

and I 500 and [Woodrow] Bell in
the 200," Moultrie said.
Members of the team feel
confident in the chances of the
team to do well in the MEAC's. -·
"I think it's going to be
a hard transition [from the
Howard Relays to the MEAC's}
as far a s atmosphere, " Jason

canamon said. "I felt we did so
we l l at the Howard Re lays
because of the home crowd and
that gave us incentive, but we
need to carry our own incentive
into the MEAC 's."

"In the MEAC's, as long as we
keep that team unity and stay
strong, we can conquer anything.'' Howard said.

the short hurd les. I think the
strength [of the men] is going to

a

ness''

invades the Burr gym
By Ayanna Hines •

So you think Michigan 's loss
to North Carolina la st week
ended exciting collegiate basketball ? Not so.
This week brought you continued hoop excitement a s
Howard 's Intramural Basketball

League began its playoffs.
Mr. Samuel Amoako-Atta, in
his first year as director of intramural s, c laim s the league ha s
been a healthy experience."The
league ha s been a lot of fun
becau se there are team s of all
skill s," Atta said . "People have
achie ved the ba sic objective
wbich was to have fun."

•

'

And have fun they did !
Each night 's team s entertained the spectators with their
own ver si o n s of long range
three·po inters and their own
"Jam Session". John Golding of

3-5·9, Howard Hi ll of the H.U.
Bombers, the Ki lowatts Bul ls'
Jeff Ho lloman, and By Law s '

Jeff Riebell became pretty noto·

Nurses...

t~ a

Basketball)

looking for

nurstng careerl

ii~ong encouragement and suppor1 for your

Is ~Thorough otlentation, geared to your
education and experience Iii'Membersh ip on
of the worid's most respected medical learns

Ii!!'Patient and family oriented praak e Ii!!"On-site
and off.site continuing education riworld-class
challenges

lif'The possibilify 10 grow ~her in

· Excitement also walked the
sidelines
in the form of Demond
.
Jame s, head coach for the
Kilowatts Bu lls. James became
one of the league ' s most vocal
participants. Two ejections
· forced him to watch two of his

salary & benefits

~Diverse
•

ing to keep me in shape and

keep my skills' sharp until I go to

playoffs include the Panthers
(Mon . ), H20 Show (Tue s.),

Kilowatts Bulls (Wed), and the
B-52's (Thurs.)
Other potential p layoff
teams include the Legion of

Doom (Mon.), By Law and The
Hype Buster, bcith Tuesday night

"""'m"""'~""""

clinical practice, management, research or
edYcation ~Flexible scheduling !if"C.Ompetitive

lilfProgressive technology

range of clinical speciallttes

Participants Needed ·

are you lookint!

in a place to live!
if

beautiful mldwestem city of 70,000
'ii community of professionals ifRecreational
and cuhural opponunities (or all se~s
lll'C:0.1q:ditan atmosphere In an internationally
kno'NTt medical center

1.oolc into Mayo M«kal Center,
Rodll!9ler, Mirv• 9'ltl
for informotion:
Mayo Medical Center,
Nursing Recruilment,
P.O. BOx 6057,
RochesterL MN 55903-6057
1-800-241-8590
Mayo Foundation ''an affirmative acti<N1
opportunity educalor and employl!f

and equal

1. Ages 12.and up with asthma
who use daily asthma
medication.
2. Women of Childbearing potential
must regularly use contraception
to be eligible.
3. A stipend of up to $500 is offered
for full participation.
•

If you are interested, please call
Lois Kay at 301-565-8207. .
..

..

•

,.
i

'

.

teams.
The fiercest battles for playoffs spot s rage among the
Tue sday and \Vednesday night
team s. The H.U. Bombers are
tied for second place with the
Big Kids on Tuesday night; both
have 5 - l rec o rds . For the
\Vednesday night teams, there's
a three-way tie for second place
with all the teams having 4-2
record s. The teams competing·
for the spot are Don't Sleep,
Bi son Squad and Flamirl.'
Canine II.

BASEBAll TEAM
GEARS UP POil

MEAC
ToURNAMEM'r

Israel said, "I'm basically play-

riou s for their consi stency in
camp."
launchin g their three - point
Assi stant footbal l coache s
missles _and inaking them.
A.C . Cawthorne and Ron
Hanging on the other rim, the
Spfings , account analy st,
league 's Funky Dunk Ma sters
· Donald Grigg s and in stru ctor
included the Kilowatts Bulls '
Newton Jackson are among the
Tony Brown and Reggie
· better known HU employees
Blackmon and Tyrone Powell of
who participate for recreational
the B·52s. (Kinda funny how
and/or fitness purposes.
they all connect to Bison
Teams making it to the

Graduate
~ta~ you

team s games looking through
the glass from the upper level of
Burr Gymnasium . He received
technical foul s on several other
occa sion s for outra ge ou s
(%*!?@) comments on the offi ciating, which he s1ys j s suspect. Contrary to popular belief,
James has a purpose for participating . ''Although it 's not a
'legitimately' organized league,
I feel that any coaching experience I get is helpful in helping
me to reach my ultimate goal of
becoming a head coach '! n a
higher level," James said.
Xavier Donaldson, a second year law student who plays
for ''Out for Justice'' has a common reason for participating in
the league. ''Participating gives
us a chance to re lease some
stress and relax while still being
able to be competitive."
Former Bison Tyrone Powell,
who has played basketball professiona lly in Argentina and

•

,
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1993 THE OFFICIAL
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
SPRING BLACK ARTS
FESTIVAL STEP-SHOW
SATURDAY APRIL 17TH
STH AND TUCKERMAN
STS.NW
FRANK WILLIAMS
ACTIVITY CENTER.
•
SHOW STARTS AT
6:00 P.M.
DOORS OPEN AT 5:00
Nal!onal Society of
Black Engineer.;
present

"BLACKOUT"
a fashion show featuring design
by:· Tribe. Vibe, Michael Carter,

etc: Friday, April 16, School of
Business Auditorium at 7:00
p.m.;tickets $3.00 for students,
$5 .00 for public, available at
Cramton

•

I he Hip Hop AriS Movement.
HHAM. is coming 2 Blackbum
Auditorium This Saturday!!
April 17 at 7:30 p.m. SHARP!
DON'T MISS IT!!
A Benefit ''Open House'' will
be held in the Ballroom of the
Blackbum Center April 19th
and 20th, 1993 from 9:30 A.M.
until 3:00 P.M. All employees
are invited to attend. Open
Enrollment will take place
April 21st through April 30th,
1993 from 9:00 A.M. until 3:00
P.M. in Room C-130 of the
C.B. Powell Building at 525
Bryant St., N.W. and in the
•
Hospital Cafeteria. For more
information call 806-7526.
School of Engineenng Annual
Honors Program April 20, 1993
4:00 p.m. LK Downing Hall
Auditorium
Speaker: Dr. Eugene M.
Deloatch
Dean, School of Engineering
Morgan State Univeraity
All P.E. Meeting 4:00 p.m.
SHARP Burr Lounge April
21st, 1993 Elections will be
made.
LSAT MARKE'i'ING AssOClATION MEETING Wed. April
2!,6p.m.
ELECTJONS/PJZZA!
Howard On1vers1ty Student
Association and Community
Outreach presents the Second
Annual Community
Appreciation Banquet. Friday,
April 30, 1993 6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Armour J. Blackbum Center.
Tickets are available at
Cramton Auditorium. HU
Students. $4.00 General
Admission $.7 .00
VOLON I EERS NEEDED.
Help yourself... by helping others! The D.C. Hotline offers
free communication skills training. If you want to help others
by providing telephone counseling and referrals to tha.se in
need call the D.C. Hotline at
223-0020. Training starts May

4.
•

•

A Senior Celebrabon (but
everyone's invited) at Chuck
and Billy's Tonight-4pm - 8pm
Plenty of free food and drinks!
$2.00 Cover
Health Tulk Fnday, 7:00 p.m. in
the Little Chapel, Camigie
Building. Admission: Free
••HOWARD ONivERSi'i'Y
PRELAW STUDENTS UNITED for HIGHER LSJ\T
SCORES CHARLES HOUSTON PRELAW SOCIETY is
offering: *25-40% diseount of
STANLEY KAPLAN and
PRINCETON REVIEW
*Classes being offered on campus. (optional) Questions??
865-0294 or 865-0602
1 1
LOS l K~ys at Cramton, on 418,
backstage. If found please call
Kris at (202) 723-4965.
Reward. Keep keychain, but
please return keys!
PAS'I' & PRESEN'l' Members
of JACK & JILL of America,

Inc. Call 865-0513
H.0.s .A.7 Community
·outreach Volunteer.; see
Coordinators for banquet infor-

mation.

Howard Univ. 275/mth and up
Utilities included (202) 291, .
2248
Need Housing For I he
Summer!! Room 4 Rent, 4
Blocks from Campus.
Renovated 5 bedroom, 2 bath

Call Darry.l at (202) 387-4287
ion, good condition 125.00.

Sister Andy Please Contact
ASAP Bro. Hebrew @ 5478967 very urgent!!!!! Sister

Also Queen size mattress and

Andy!!!

box springs, excellent condition

will the SISters of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Please Contact
Bro. Hebrew ASAP @ 5478967

For Sale White Sofa, 3 cush-

washer, central ave & heat, fur-

$150.00. Call by April 20 8
AM to 8 PM (Ms. Wells 202338-1357.
SERVICES

nished room & den, fully car-

S'l'UDEN'I', FACULl'Y,

peted. Rent 330.00 + 1/5 utilities. Call 4 more info.
TWo Howard students looking

STAFF Top Prices Paid for
Used and Unwanted Books
with Resale Value TAJ Book

Muslim Fnday Prayer Every

for 3 or 4 other students to

Service

the only o~e Congrats T.M.

Friday in Blackbum Center
I p.m. - 2 p.m.

share a very large 6 bedroom, 2
bath, 2 kitchen townhouse with

Muslim Students ofH.U.

and English basement. (the
English basement has own

$25/Month FREE!
Many students who work qualify for food assistance! Special
Report, $2' DollarSmart, Box
9386, Washington, D.C. 20005.

Happy B-day, Michael Boyer
4/14, Kizzie Bozeman 4/16,
Steve Howard 4120, Kelly
Mcintosh 4/21. Love FAM

Cut expenses! Order Now!!

that time to roll to Atlanta' and
kick it! What up?! Chel

Azusa Campus Ministries
[Church of God in Christ
(COGIC) Missions] presents
"BIBLE TALK", Tuesdays in
tlie Blackbum Forum, 6:00
p.m.-7:30 p.m. Speaker: Rev.
Kenneth Spear.;. COME and
BE BLESSED!!

P.O. Box 404 H.U.
Washington D.C. 20059
(202) 291-3790
Artist For Hire call: 202-667•
4028 Ask For Kenneth
Savage

FOR REN'I'
3-BediOOm available in Newly
Renovated House on 13th and
Irving, Rooms range from
$340-$360. Includes: w/d,
carpet, & all utilities. Call now
at (202) 986-74(j<\.
4-Bedfoom House available
May 1st on Harvard & Georgia.
Room @ $320.00. Includes
w/utilities, 2 bathrooms, newly
renovated, & carpet. Call now
to reserve a room (202) 9867464
•
Rooms 4 Rent 3 Left, $285 $325 Includes all ww,w-d, mic,
partially renovated. Quiet, convenient, Harvard St. Area. Call
462-7456
Renovated Spacious 3Br, WO,
CAC, WW, Walking distance,
$1,050.00 ($370.00, $350.00
per per.;on) plus utilities.
s I ODEN I' Share a 3 bedioom
house with one other student
Rent $362.50 + 1/2 utilities Non Smoker -Non dririker (ie
not heavy) -quiet & clean
Located directly behind Slowe ,
Hall 1950 2nd St. N. W.
Washington. D.C. 20001 Call
332-1343 .ifno answer, leave a
message Please!!!
Brookland - CUA Spacious
quiet 2 bedroom apt, fence
yard, parking, CATV, includes
Heat & Hot Water. $650; also 5
bedroom House includes utilities $1,400 Call (202) 635-8484
· for more info.
Rooms/Apts. for rent: w/w carpet, microwave, dishwasher,
central air/heat walk to subway/bus, walk to HU. Rent
starting at $275. Call (301)
336-3238
I Bedroom Apartment
Available - Students $390 - 143
W Street NW: 2201 2nd Streets
NW - 5 Minutes Walking
Distance from campus. Call
265-3624. Ask for Bill.
TOWNTREND MANAGEMENT.
For Rent House. 3 Bedrms, I
1/2 BA, Finished Basement,
Washer/Dryer Near Campus,
Close to Metro $800 +Utilities
Call (202) 526-1561
4 Rooms 4 Rent I Block away
from Campus SHORT TERM
& LONG TERM LEASING
$250 & Up Call (301) 350-8358
House Fully Furnished,
Available May I, 1993
1300 HARVARD: Elf$325, 1BR $475, 2-BR $550, Mr.
Alvarez 387-4754. 3228 Hiatt
Pl: 2-BR $550-$700, Mr.
Roman 234-2653. 1460 Euclid
,St: I-BR $450, Furnished
$475, Mr. Cormier (301) 571199SGraduate Student has a 2/BR
Apt to share with a M/F
Student. Rent $395- utilities
included. Convenient location
downtown Silver Springs. Call
anytime (301) 565-0320
Room For Rent watking
Distance Large Row House w/
Washer & Dryer $285 + ·
Utilities (202) 526-1561
Nicely Furnished rooms for rent
Student Environment. w/d near

house w/ washer & dryer, dish-

entrance & kitchen and accommodates 2 persons) The house
and English basement are fully

Congratulations On Poco LOCo
Spring 93 the newest & brother.; of Phi Mu Alpha
shock "d" Many telt cauea

few were choosen but you were

To Da Posse, I ih1rik it's abOut

VCRRep&ir
furnished and carpeted. Each
Guaranteed Service All Repair.;
student pays $325 all utilities
·under $50
included. Call Bea Carey (202)
Call John at 882-5845 or
291-1480 leave message
452-5930
HELP WAN'l'ED
NEED MUNEY FOR
Will pay $100 for a jazz p1an1st SCHOOL? Call College
to play two-hour reception late
Financial at 1-800-398-2742
May or June. Call Hancee at
GUARANTEED!!!
NEED EX'I'RA CASH'! Earn
727-6224
$$$ N., inc. Seeks
Hundreds Weekly and
International Classy, Exotic
Thousands by the summer
Female and Male dancers for
Stuffing Envelopes at Home
discreet private viewings, parSend a S.A.S.E. to Efficient
ties and special occasions.
Commissioning Home
Flexible hours (202) 483- 1316
Opportunities P.O. Box 214
ffip Hop PrOducersWashington, DC 20059
lndependant Record Company
PERSONALS
is looking for professional ''hit
''Light Brown''
' you ate not in town and
squad sound'' music producers
I know
for its up and coming artists.
won ' t be able to read this until I
Pis. call 301-894-3912
send it to you. Any way I just
Girls overnight camps on Cape
wanted you to know that you
Cod and New Hampshire need
are a very important pan of
general counselors, sailing and
my life.
·
waterfront staff, nurse and
HHAM 1s hip poetry-Jazz poetkitchen help from June 21 ry-phat poetry-Black poetry!
August 21. Good salary plus
To Sonja a.k.a ''Barney
room and board. Some travel
Kilikal aney". "Stinky?"IS teen
Kee/and Maliaka, my poet.
assistance is available. For an
application contact:
4 score and 7 days •J!P· two sisJanet Wadden
ter.; brought forth Hilltopics,
conceived in friendship and
Patriots' Trail Girl Scout
Council
dedicated to the proposition that
95 Berkeley Street Boston, MA
I have a happy birthday.... Many
thanks, you guys are scarey but
02116
617-482-1078
I love ya!
NAl'IONAL MARKE'i'ING
FIRM JS SEEKING AMBIMadame President
Babebraham Lincoln
P.S.
TIOUS INDIVIDUALS TO
Hey Ta-Ta-Ti-Ti-Ta ... what's
WORK IN THE MARKETING, MANAGEMENT, AND
that cha-cha-cha/reet-reet-reet
PUBLIC RELATIONS AREA
sound?
Attention brother on the yard
OF OUR BUSINESS:
$150 - $350 (comm) Per wk
with the whistle. You are not a
PART-TIME
member of the Fashion Police
$500 - $750 (comm) Per wk
so stop perpetrating before
FULL'TIME
someone blows the whistle on
FOR MORE INFORMATION . you! Your Cross Colors shin
and old a** Levi's aren' t really
CONTACT:
that ''fashionably correct!''
ARNOLD M. JOLIVET II
Teacher, I ih1iik I've earned an
(410) 832-6269 - BALT.
A this semester, but the final
(202) 965-9132 - D.C.
exam (Comprehensive) will tell
FOR SALE
all! Cotton P.S. I think all the
For Sale!! BRAND NEW!!
Brother Word Processor 2600Q. tUtoring sessions really helped
Happy Birthday,
Does WP, Spreadsheets and
plays Tetris. $450 or best offer. Corey Haith (4/25), Sonya
Williams (4/18), and Melody
Call Juan at 234-2211.
Colebrook (4125).
FUR SALE
Love, 16-B-93
$I 00 Desk and Chair
=:--..=:::::$100 Ikea Futon (Black)
$100 Apart. Size washing
machine
''The Legacy Continues.''
$100 Apart. Size Microwave
16-B-93
Oven

..

To ERIKA WOODS and
TRACIE HUNTER
These two fine men from the
South want to take you two fine
women from the midwest to
dinner and a movie on us. Your
acceptance would be appreciated...
Ebony
Man and Cool Caramel
To c4P & COQ Chap. 4 Much
thanks and love for you SUPPORT, LOVE AND GIFTS.
I'm truly blessed to have
friends like Vanessa, Charisse,
Monifa, Holli, Casano, Jocelyn,
Melissa, Leslie, Teri, Kizzie,
Tonja, Tanya, Danielle,
Jennifer. Ajay and Charissa.
Sincerely
Cacilia &
Reggie Jr's Mom
To the future of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia, ''Un Poco Loco''
Anthony Jones
Edward
. Sneed
Eric Mamer
Curtis Dodds
Bryan Mills
Hard Work Begins Now!!!
Ghandi, '91
To Yvette,
Let's take out time and do it
real slow, '.cause baby I'm for
real.
Dwayne
'i'ES'f ADMINIS'i'RATOR
Sunday night was interesting to
say the least. I really enjoy
being with you af!.d being there
for you. You are indeed a
very, very, special friend. ·
TEST PASSER
Sister Andy Please Contact
ASAP Bro. Hebrew @ 5478967 very urgent!!!!! Sister
Andy!!!
OOhhhhhh Laaawwwd

63735, ·r·ms IS MY 'l'ORF!!!
Btrr YOU DO A HELL OF A
JOB HELPING ME RUN IT!
AND~ WOULDN'T HAVE IT
ANY OTHER WAY!!!!
Tempo man,
I hope you had a nice
birthday.
Snap Shot
18-A-92
U stupid, so l's stipid !
3-A-91

Zil>BI
The 28th is coming up.
I accept cash and credit cards!
3-A-91
1 1
l he "DUSI" will settle on Apnl
27, 1993 at 10:00 a.m.
The 1992-1933 Bison
Yearbook staff
Stefan,
Why did you do it? Tricks are
for kids you silly Wabbjt!
3-184
lo-B-93
Happy belated
Birthday!
La Wanda
Alysha Cassis,
Happy 18th! Finally!
Wanda & Kerry
Lost on 395, I had a really nice
(and exhausting) time last
weekend. I'm glad our mothers
hit it off. Thanks for everything
you've given me and done for
me, especially being a part of
my life. Here's looking toward
the summer, senior year, and
the future .
-New Shoes
Happy 21st Birthday,
Sonja Morris (4/13), Pam
Atkins (4/17), Steve Powell
(4/20), Shanna Hines (4/15),
and Melody Colebrook (4/25).
Love, Student Ambassador.;
To kiongozi ••tnsurrecbon" I
see recognition in the future.
Ghandi, '91
To 'i'HE SOPER EBONY GIRL
You still have a "spot"
if you want it and got to know
me better. The time with you
has been a magic carpet ride.
Love, King ALI-BABA
P.S. Jan. 16 was Riggedy Wow.

Kiziie--girl,
Another year older and we wish
you nothing but the best.
Happiest of birthdays.
Luv ya,
Jen, Holli and Charissa

'l'be ff, 'l'he E, 'I he l;RfS

Graduate Student Council
PICNIC
April 18, 1993
Sunday, 12:00-6:00 PM
@Candy Cane Park, S.S.,MD

Need a job?
Need an intern.ship?
~ .

Will the Ststeis of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Pler·e Contact
Bro. Hebrew ASAP @ 5478967 .

I

7901 Meadow Brook Lane,
near the intersection of
East-West Hwy & Beach Dr
Info (Dir. or Map): 806-5540

SU ..........
E

Bring sports equipment

"Unity.within our Com unity"
Free Food & DJ

1 resume is $10
each additional resume only $1
Call 2()2) 234-2211
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